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ABSTRACT

Discussions of the legal protection of refugees and displaced persons

have largely been restricted to consideration of the provisions of the

1951 Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees, the Statute of UIHCR

and other refugee Instruments. But the legal and Institutional

framework establ ished by these Instruments was developed to meet the

needs of another era. Since their adoption , the dimensions and nature

of the phenomenum of displacement, and the consequent protection

problems have changed considerably .

This paper seeks to place the protection of refugees and displaced

persons in the wider context of international law for the protection of

the Individual, drawing on the provisions of International humanitarian

law, human rights law and the principles of customary international law.

It analyses several lacunae In the protection afforded by refugee law

and shows that many of these are in fact covered by the provisions of

other branches of International law.

The principle is developed that all persons , including victias of war

and starvation , are entitled to a "safe-haven" from the risk of death or

other violations of their fundamental human rights. There are existing

binding obligations on states and individuals to respect the fundamental

rights and Inherent dignity of all persons , whether or not they fall

within the narrow confines of the refugee definition in the 1951

Convention . Kespect for an "inalienable core" of such rights forms the

BiniBua threshold of humane treatment of any human being, below which

it Is never permissible to tall whatever the circumstances. These

duties are not dependent on treaty obligations. Thus the need is less

for the development of new law or for an expansion of the definition of

the term "refugee" than for ensuring greater respect for existing

obligations. Recommendations are made for strengthening the enforcement

of protection law and for meeting llnltions in institutional mandates.

recommendation is made that these fundamental rights and principles

be drawn together in the fora of a Universal Declaration of Humanitarian

Principles and Duties, based on the recognition that there are common

values of humanity which traverse the differences of various political

Ideologies, religions and cultures. It would call for humanitarian

Issues such as displacement to be addressed in a spirit of humane

compass ion.
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IITBODUCTIDg

There are estlnated to be about 13 allllon refugees in the world today

(some 11 nllllon recognised by UIHCR and in excess of 2 million

registered with UIRVA ) and a further uncounted nuaber of people ,

displaced within the borders of their own country. The immense

suffering caused by displacement and the very dimensions of the problem

make it one of the gavest humanitarian issues of our time.

learly every day we hear of some failure in the system of International

protection somewhere in the world . Ve hear of massacres of refugees in

their camps, attacks on those in flight, of ships that fail to rescue

those in distress on the high seas, starvation of whole communities

which cannot be reached by international aid. Ve learn of forced

repatriation of asylum-seekers , of the increase in the implementation of

deterrence practices and restrictive admission policies. Less well-

known are the groups of refugees forced to sit idly in camps with no

hope of attaining self-sufficiency in circumstances a long way from the

aspirations of human dignity. The resulting deaths and suffering cannot

be counted.

But, as in many spheres , it is the failures that hit the headlines. Ve

rarely hear of the successes of the system of international protection ,

which, for all its weaknesses , saves an inestimable number of lives and

contributes so much to the realisation of human dignity . This paper

concentrates on the weaknesses of the system, but it is not intended

thereby to denounce the achievements of humanitarian organisations .

Indeed, it is essential that we continue to believe in the worth and

efficacy of international protection , and support the work of those

bodies charged with its implementation . But it is also essential that

we recognise the shortcomings of the international protection system and

identify present lacuna in its scope in order that it might be

strengthened and adapted to meet the current protection needs of the

millions uprooted from their homes.

First , we must recognise the full dimensions of the problem of

displacement, and its nexus to underlying economic and political

tensions as well as the more visible causes such as massive violation of

human rights and armed conflict. Clearly the international response to

the needs of the uprooted needs to be strengthened , but what is also



required ie serious attempt to resolve the underlying problems which

give rise to flight , and to protect people from be i ng forced into

flight .

Second , we need to assess protection in the context of human needs.

Analysis of the international protection provisions and the role and

•
andates of the international organisations concerned with protection

indicates that there are circumstances in which refugee law does not

apply and categories of persons not falling within the mandates of any

organisation . These problems need to be addressed .

Third, we must find ways to strengthen the enforcement of existing laws

of protection . It is well-known that there are a plethora of legal

provisions , not only in refugee law but also in international

humanitarian and human rights law. Vhat is lacking is not so much law

but effective mechanisms for its enforcement .

Finally, new initiatives are required to enable the international

community to respond in a coherent manner to the tremendous humanitarian

problems of displacement in today's world.

The greater part of this paper Is given to a consideration of these last

three points, whilst the first is considered briefly below.

Root Causes of Displacement

Today the majority of people forced to leave their homes are fleeing war

or other violence . Others flee widespread or indiscriminate violations

of human rights or individual persecution . Many are forced to leave

their homes in search of the basic sustenance of life, food and water .

Much could be done to prevent and lessen human suffering if solutions

were found to the problems giving rise to flight. Solutions to these

causes of displacement are required not only to protect people from

being forcibly displaced from their homes, but also to facilitate the

voluntary repatriation of those already uprooted .

But refugee law does not address the causes of flight and, whilst

recognising the desirlbility of voluntary repatriation , contains no

substantive provision as to bow this goal is to be achieved. It takes

as its starting point the existence of refugees outside their country of

origin unwilling or unable to avail themselves of the protection of that



country or to return to it. Bevertbeless , forced displacement violates

many of the provisions of other branches of protection law.

International protection of the rights of individuals has developed

through at least four Independent branches of law. First, the

principles of humanity recognised by customary international law, such

as those elaborated in the Statute and Judgement of the Burenberg

Tribunal. Second , International instruments relating to the protection

of combatants and civilians during periods of armed conflict which form

that body of law referred to as international humanitarian law, and

which is of particular concern to the International Committee of the Bed

Cross (ICRC). Third , that body of International human rights law which

has its genesis in the legal and social traditions of many

civilisations, religions and cultures throughout the world , and which

finds Its modern expression in a series of International instruments

commencing with the UN Charter itself . Fourth, the principles derived

from traditional International law concerning asylum and diplomatic and

consular protection which are embodied and expanded in the 1951

Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees and other Instruments of

refugee law.

These four branches of law have quite distinct histories and theoretical

bases . But all are addressed at protecting the rights of individuals

and are relevant in the context of displacement .

Deliberate arbitrary displacement of civilian populations during war-

time violates the principles of humanity recognised by customary

international law and is expressly prohibited by the Geneva Conventions,

whilst displacement caused as an indirect result of government action

invariably violates the provisions of international human rights law.

Despite these provisions millions of people are forced to flee their

homes each year. The need to strengthen the protection against forced

displacement is self-evident. During armed conflict ICRC has the role

of supervising the provisions of the Geneva Conventions , but no agency

has responsibility for protecting persons against being forced to flee

their hones In other situations. UBHCR's role does not extend to this

pre-fllght period , and the International mechanisms for the enforcment

of human rights law are dismally weak .

The proposal for the establishment of a post of UI High Commissioner for

Human Rights, has consistently net with the opposition of some states

on the ground that It would offend the principle of state sovereignty by



interfering In the domestic jurisdiction of a state. Article 2(7) of

the UI Charter is often quoted as authority for this view. It states:

"nothing contained in the present Charter shall authorise the TO to

intervene In natters which are essentially within the domestic

jurisdiction of any state..."

But other provisions of the Charter suggest that violations of human

rights can no longer be. regarded as "essentially within the domestic

jurisdiction" of a state. Articles 55 and 56 read together enjoin all

Keaber States to take Joint and separate action in co-operation with the

Organisation for the achievement of universal respect for, and

observance of human rights and fundamental freedoms. Commencing with

the Universal Declaration of Hunan Bights, many international and

regional instruments have conflrned the legitimate international concern

for the protection of the rights of individuals. This concern is not

limited to diplomatic protection of refugees displaced beyond the

borders of their country but extends to the protection of all persons

including those remaining in or returning to their country of origin as

well as to the resolution of the causes of flight.

The varied and coaplex causes of displacement may be regarded as falling

loosely into four overlapping categories ; armed conflict, violation of

human rights (whether taking the form of Individual persecution or mass

violations), severe economic deprivation resulting in a lack of the

basic sustenance of life and the consequences of ecological disaster .

Finding solutions to such problems form the very purposes of the VN as

set out in Article 1 of the Charter , which states one aim as being :

"to achieve co-operation in solving International problems,.. such

as those of a humanitarian character , and in proaoting and

encouraging respect for human rights and for fundamental freedoms

for all persons "

Constant vigilence Is required on the part of humanitarian agencies and

others concerned with the protection of the rights of individuals, to

ensure that spurious reliance is not placed on the principle of domest ic

jurisdiction . The suffering of millions of people is rightly of concern

to us all. To care for our fellow-Ben and to take such humanitarian

action as ie necessary to protect their lives and fundamental human

rights and Inherent dignity , is not only a right but a duty. Bo

argument of state sovereignty should be permitted to limit peaceful

humanitarian action.



Present evidence suggests that the numbers of people displaced are

lllcely to Increase rather than decrease in the forseeable future,

particularly in soae areas of the Third World. Population explosions

coiling into conflict with finite resources especially in areas of

ecological destruction through deforestation , soil erosion and

desertification , are bound to lead to increased poverty and social

tensions. The high debts faced by many countries and their general

econoaic decline can only exacerbate this. Add in a few aan-aade

elements such as the burgeoning aras trade, increased ailitarisn and

Intolerance , and the stage is set for human tragedies of unprecedented

proportions .

In the past the International coamunity has tended to shy away from

action aimed at preventing displaceaent . Indeed, the very success of

UIHCR , with its draaatic Increase in size and prograuoes and its

Mandatory limitation to dealing with the consequences of displaceaent

has tended to lull the International comnunity into a false sense of

security that the problens of displacement are being addressed . But the

concentration on the ex post facto consequences of displacement has

masked the burning need to address the real Issues .

All too frequently refugees have been regarded as an unhappy but

inevitable consequence of events beyond the control or concern of states

outside the Inoediate areas affected . This fallacy is now coining to

light, as countries in the First Vorld are feeling the iapact of the

consequences of what have previously been considered "Third Vorld

probleas". Xany European countries , for exaaple , are now facing the

econonic, political and social burdens of ever larger numbers of persons

seeking asylum from problems in Third World countries. Thus, in

addition to the urgent humanitarian considerations , there is now a

growing recognition that all countries share an interest in resolving

the underlying causes of flight.

In recent years there have been a number of calls for greater attention

to be paid to the need to avert further mass flows of refugees. These

proposals together with the legal basis for such international action

are considered acre fully in another paper ("Root Causes of

Displacenent: The Legal Framework for International Action"), whilst

this paper considers the legal framework for the protection of those who

have been forced to flee.



Protection feeds of Refugees and Displaced Persons

The legal and Institutional framework for International protection of

refugees was established to deal with particular and limited problems,

Its ain was to resolve the problems of the remaining "hard core"

refugees in Europe after the Second Vorld War for whom repatriation or

resettlement abroad had not proved possible under the auspices of

earlier organisations . It was never Intended to be an all-embracing

framework for the protection of all displaced persons . Additional legal

provisions have been Introduced and extensions made to the mandate of

UIHCR . Yet , as this paper Illustrates, there remain lacuna in the legal

framework and weaknesses in its enforcement.

Today the protection debate has moved from a technical analysis of legal

provisions relating to the grant of asylum and the status of refugees to

the need to protect the rights to basic sustenance and treatment

commensurate with human dignity. These are needs for which the refugee

instruments drawn up In the 1950s were not devised .

Vhat distinguishes the protection needs of refugees and displaced

persons from those of all human beings is their particular vulnerability

having been forced to sever links with their own communities and the

mutual succour and aid normally provided within a society and the loss

de facto or de Jure of the protection of their own state . Other

categories of aliens may also have lost the support of their original

communities, but a distinction can be made between those forced to flee

and voluntary migrants or other categories of aliens choosing to live in

another country. These voluntary migrants are not considered in this

paper . leither are persons displaced as a result of purely natural

disasters as such persons are not normally in need of international

protection . Some mention is, however , made of the difficulty in

distinguishing between those fleeing natural disasters and those forced

to flee a man-made situation.

This paper considers the lacuna and weaknesses in respect to three

aspects of the framework of protection for refugees and makes

recommendations for their strengthening . Part I considers the legal

obligations Imposed on states with respect to refugees and displaced

persons ; Part II. the International Institutional framework for ensuring

respect for those obligations ; and Part III, the enforcement of the

law. In the final section , many of the recommendations are brought



together in the proposal for a Universal Declaration of Humanitarian

Principles and Duties.

It is of course xuch easier to set out the needs and to produce

proposals for iBproveaent in the system of international protect ion than

to ensure their lapleoentation and enforcement.

Effective enforcement of the rights of refugees and their protection

particularly against being forcibly displaced in the first place , is

dependent not only on an appropriate legal fraaework, considered in this

paper , but on the existence of the political will on the parts of states

to respect and enforce such protection law. The timely consideration of ^

the Issue of displaceaent by the Independent Commission will no doubt

greatly assist In creating awareness of the grave huaanitarian problems |

associated with displacement and thus play an important role In creating

an International clixate of opinion In which such humanitarian issues

are given proBinence . - —"

In one paper it is clearly not possible to do justice to this vast and

complicated subject. Rather the analyses and recommendations made

herein are intended to set the stage for further discussion on the

development of a coherent response to the burning problems of

international protection .



PAST I

THE LBGAL FRAMEVQRK

The two main international instruaents for the protection of refugees

are the 1951 Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees and, at the

regional level, the 1969 OAU Convention Governing the Specific Aspects

of Refugee Problems In Africa. Vbllst nentioning the OATJ Convention

this paper concentrates predominantly on the provisions of the 1951

Convention which are of potential global application.

There are three main weaknesses in the legal framework established by

the 1951 Convention . Firet, it does not oblige states to grant asylun.

Second , its provisions only apply to those falling within Its narrow

definition of the tern "refugee" and third, the scope of the rights it

protects is United. These lacunae are analysed in this section and

recoanendatlons aade for strengthening the legal framework of

protection .

1. STATES UTO ES BO DBLIGATIDg TO PERKIT E1TRY PR GRAHT ASYLUM

The concept of asylun laplles two things: that the refugee is permitted

to enter the country and that he is permitted to remain there free from

the risk of expulsion.

a) Admission

The most urgent need of those fleeing for their lives or escaping

persecution or threats to their physical security, is the need for a

safe refuge. This can often only be found outside their country of

origin. Whilst international law recognises the right of a person to

seek asylum from persecution , there is no corresponding duty on states

to grant asylum. The grant of asylum is regarded by international law

as falling within state sovereignty and remains a matter of state

discretion . Thus even those persons falling within the definition of

"refugee" contained in the 1951 Convention Relating to the Status of

Refugees do not have such a right and state parties are not enjoined to

admit such refugees to their territory .

An earlier Convention under the auspices of the League of Bat ions had

provided that refugees had the right to be admitted to a country, at

least when they M»re at the frontiers of the country from which they

were seeking to flee, but the Convention was only ever ratified by eight



states and failed to alter the general rule of International law. The

drafters of the 1951 Convention did, however , add a Becomnendation that

Governaents "continue to receive refugees in their territories and that

they act in concert in a true spirit of international co-operation in

order that these refugees nay find asylum and the possibility of

resettlenent" (Final Act Recommendation D).

In 1967 the HI General Asse mbly adopted a Declaration on Territorial

Asylum. Even as a hortatory document, this declaration does not provide

right of asylum and an attempt to introduce such a duty on states at

the 1977 Conference on Territorial Asylum proved to be unacceptable to

states and had to be abandoned .

Helther is there such a right or duty in international human rights

documents. The right "to seek and enjoy in other countries asylum from

persecution " is confirmed by Article 14 of the Universal Declaration of

Human Bights. Yet it provides no right to be granted asylum and Imposes

no obligation on states in this regard . Subsequent human rights

instruments both at the global and regional level have followed the same

approach .

The provisions of the OAU Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of

Refugee Problems in Africa cone nearest to imposing such an obligation.

Art II paragraph 1 provides ;

"Member States of the OAU shall use their best endeavours consistent

with their respective legislations to receive refugees and to secure

the settlement of those refugees who, for well-founded reasons, are

unable or unwilling to return to their country of origin or

nationality"

Principle of Soa-Sefciuleaest

Vbat is definately binding on states is the principle of noa-refouleaeat

which requires that no refugee shall be returned to a state where his

life or liberty would be endangered . It is widely accepted that this

principle foras a part of jus cogeas and as such is binding on all

states whether or not they are party to legal instruments imposing such

obligation.



The principle is re-confiraed by Article 33 of the 1951 Convention by

the following provision:

"lo contracting State shall expel or return ("refouler") a refugee

in any Banner whatsoever to the frontiers of territories where his

life or freedom would be threatened on account of his race,

religion, nationality , membersh ip of a particular social group or

political opinion".

But the article is Halted by its second paragraph which provides :

"The benefit of the present provision nay not, however , be claimed

by a refugee whom there are reasonable grounds for regarding as a
danger to the security of a country in which he is, or who, having

been convicted by a final judgement of a particularly serious crime ,

constitutes a danger to the community of that country".

Some states faced with a sudden aassive influx of refugees have regarded

their presence as a serious threat to the security of the country, and

have turned back asylum-seekers leaving them to an uncertain fate. The

plight of refugees from Indo-China prompted the UBHCR to establish in

1981 an Experts Group to consider large-scale influxes.

This group took an important step forward by stressing that the

principle of noo-refouJeJoeflt applied in such situations. Its

recommendations were adopted by the Executive Committee of U1HCR at its

1981 session (EC/SCP/16). Whilst not technically of a legally binding

character the conclusions of the Executive Committee have substantial

authority as a result of the functions delegated to it by the General

Assembly . The application of the principle of aoa-refouleaiest in

circumstances of large-scale influx is also confirmed by recent state

practice .

Selection at the Border

Article 33 of the Convention does not specifically prohibit rejection at

the border of the state in which the refugee is seeking asylum. This

is, however , included in the OAU Convention . Article II (3) provides :

"lo person shall be subjected by a Member State to measures such as

rejection at the frontier, return or expulsion, which would compel

him to return or to remain in a territory where his life, physical

integrity or liberty would be threatened ."

The principle of aoa-refouleaeat is expressly stated to apply to both

refugees falling within the narrow definition and those falling within

the wider definition in the OAU Convention, quoted below page 20.

The Convention is of course only binding on those African states which

are party to it. But this wider application of the principle of SDB-



refouleaeat reflects •ore accurately the concept to be found in general

principles of internat ional law which are considered below (page 12).

b) Expulsion

On the other side of the coin is the Inadequacy of the legal provisions

concerning expulsion. By custoaary international law any state Is, In

principle , competent to expel any alien who has been admitted to Its

territory . Several recent BBSS expulsions of non-refugee aliens have

highlighted the need for legal provisions in this field.

The provision in the 1951 Convention Uniting the right of expulsion

only applies to "refugees lawfully in the territory" of a contracting

party . Article 32 prohibits their expulsion "save on grounds of

national security or public order" and then only in pursuance of a

decision reached by due process of law and after giving the refugee a

reasonable period within which to seek legal admission elsewhere . There

is no legal provision to prevent the expulsion of asylum-seekers

unlawfully present in the country of refuge. Even when the expellee

faces no risk of persecution in the country to which he is expelled , the

very act of expulsion and the uprooting it involves may cause

considerable suffering . There have been recent examples of expulsions

where those concerned were never granted formal refugee status but were

permitted to remain in the territory of the country of refuge on

humanitarian grounds. In some situations such people have been expelled

after living in the country for many years.

RonnTimoTldflt -Irm

International provisions limiting the conditions in which a state might

exercise its right to expel aliens should be introduced. These should

include prohibitions of mass expulsion, and should expand the protection

of Article 32 of the Refugee Convention to those asylum-seekers falling'

outside the 1951 definition , but who have been permitted on humanitarian

grounds to remain within the host country. Some limitation should be

placed on the right to expel such persons after a certain period of

residence , for instance five years or more. In all circumstances states

should be enjoined to pay regard to the need to minimise the suffering

caused by the dislocation of expulsion and avoid the splitting-up of

families.



RBCQMMSyDATlOg: Developaent of the Principle of "Safe-have "̂

a) Custonary International Law

The principle that refugees ought to find an abode or safe-haven

soaewhere on the earth can be traced back to the writings of such

founders of the Law of Batlons as Grotius and Vattel . The twin concepts

of asylun and aoa-refouleaeat give effect to this need with respect to

refugees . But it is not just those falling within the liaitation of the

1951 Convention definition who are in need of refuge but all those

fleeing for their lives. lo one should be forced to return to a country

where his or her life or liberty is endangered , whether as a result of

persecution or other violations of huaan rights (including the

deprivation of the means of subsistence ), or war.

It is often assumed that (with the exception of those protected by the

OAU Convention) the principle of aoa-refouleiseat is Halted to refugees

from persecution . Originally the term refugee applied to anyone who

sought refuge and lacked the diplomatic protection of any state. It was

only after the Second Vorld Var that "fear of persecution " was

introduced as a condition of refugee status. This was in order to

exclude those persons displaced by the war whose request not to be

repatriated was regarded by the host governnents to be related to

econonic actives and personal convenience . Thus in customary

international law the notion of asylum applied to all those in need of a

safe-haven and was not Halted to refugees from political persecution .

b) State practice

General principles of law recognised by civilised nations and as

evidenced by custom and state practice are a source of international law

(Article 38(c) Statute of International Court of Justice) and it is

therefore relevant to consider state practice with regard to granting

safe-haven to those seeking refuge.

Most states recognise at least a aoral obligation to provide refuge for

those whose life or liberty is endangered in their state of origin. The

notion of "exceptional leave to renain" on huaanitarian grounds is even

included in sooe national laws. Secent state practice also Illustrates

that states are prepared to grant at least "teaporary refuge", even to

large nuabers of asylum-seekers, provided that the burden of caring for

them and of seeking peraanent solutions to their plight is shared by the

international co-unity. It was this acceptance by the international



co-unity of a sharing of such responsibility that persuaded the

governments which had been refusing to accept Indo-Chinese -boat people"

to change their policy and cease forcing the refugees' boats back out to

sea. But such an acceptance of joint responsibility by the

international community is also Indicative of a general principle

accepted by civilised nations that such persons are entitled to a safe-

haven. Support for this notion can also be found in hunan rights law

and International humanitarian law,

c) Hunan Rights Law

The principle of Doo-refouleaeat is referred to specifically in only one

of the regional human rights conventions, the American Convention on

Hunan Eights (Article 22 para 8). This provision has been used to

challenge before the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights the

return to Haiti of persons seeking asylum in the USA.

The principle of non-re foul exeat is stated in broader terms in the

Torture Convention adopted by the General Asssembly on 10 December 1984. /

Article 3 provides

"(I) Bo state party shall expel, return ("refouler") or extradite a

person to another state where there are substantial grounds for

believing that he would be in danger of being subjected to torture.

(2) For the purposes of determining whether there are such grounds,

the coapetent authorities shall take into account all relevant

considerations including, where applicable , the existence in the

State concerned of a consistent pattern of gross, flagrant or mass

violations of hunan rights."

The jurisprudence of the European Commission of Human Rights has gone

even further In recognising the right of non-deportation . Article 3 of

the European Convention on Human Rights states "no one shall be

subjected to torture or to inhuman or degrading treatment." The

Commission has in a number of cases advanced the principle that the

expelling state Itself is in breach of its Article 3 obligations when it

returns a refugee or other alien to a country where he or she might be

subjected to treatment which If inflicted by a state party to the

Convention would violate Article 3.

In the Greek case (1969 ) the Commission defined inhuman or degrading

treatnent as:

"Such treataent as deliberately causes severe suffering , mental or

physical , which in the particular situation is unjustifiable."



Refugaas in Orbit

Such huB&n rights provisions may also be relevant to the problem of so-

called "refugees in orbit". This problem has arisen from the fact that,

as noted above, there is no provision in refugee law which prohibits the

expulsion of an asylum-seeker to a country where he does not fear

persecution . Thus sone asylum-seekers find themselves being shunted

fron one state to another , neither of which is prepared to grant asylum

on the basis that the other country is the country of first asylum. A

coaplaint by one such asylum-seeker subjected to repeated expulsion has

been recognised as admissible by the European Commission on Human

Rights. In the diana. case the Commission stated:

"under certain circumstances the repeated expulsion of a foreigner
without identity papers or travel documents and whose state of
origin is unknown or refuses to accept him could raise a problem
under Article 3 of the [European Convention on Human Rights] which
prohibits inhuman or degrading treatment".

At the global level, state members of the United Bations have

undertaken to take joint and separate action for the achievement of

"universal respect for, and observance of, human rights and fundamental

freedoms for all" (UI Charter , Articles 55 and 56). It is arguable that

all states are bound by this duty not to return or expel any person to a

country where there is a risk that he or she might suffer violation of

fundamental human rights.

d) International Humanitarian Law

Today the majority of persons seeking asylum In other countries are

fleeing war or other generalised violence. Their right as civilians to

leave their country during war is confirmed by the Fourth Geneva

Convention which provides protection for civilians In times of war.

Article 35 states:

"All protected persons who may desire to leave the territory at the

outset of, or during a conflict, shall be entitled to do so, unless

their departure is contrary to the national interests of the State".

Article 45 confirms the Principle of Doa-refouleaeat:

"In no circumstances shall a protected person be transferred to a

country where he or she may have reason to fear persecution for his

or her political opinions or religious beliefs."

Whilst the Convention does not specifically prohibit the return of every

war victim to a country still engaged In war , the Convention read as a

whole certainly ixplies that this would violate the principle , which



forxe the very basis of the Convention, of protecting civilians as far

as possible from the consequences of Military activity . Indeed Article

45 also provides that transfer of protected persons from a state party

to the territory of another country shall only be permitted if the

latter Is a party to the Convention , and the transferring State has

satisfied itself of the willingness and ability of such state to apply

the terns of the Convention . Furthermore , all state parties undertake

to respect and to ensure respect for the Convention In all circumstances

<Article 1).

The Interpretation that state parties to the Fourth Geneva Convention

are not permitted to return civilians fleeing the consequences of war to

country remaining at war has recently been successfully pleaded in

judicial proceedings in the united States of America. In the matter of

Jesus del Carmen Medina a Tezan Court has, on this basis, accepted

Jurisdiction in a case challenging the return to El Salvador of those

who have sought, in the USA, refuge froia the war.

There is a great advantage in using the provisions of the Geneva

Conventions as authority for the proposition that victims of war may not

be forcibly repatriated to a country at war , particularly one in which

the Geneva Conventions are being violated . Virtually every state in the

world Is a party to this Convention ; 161 of the world's 171 states.

Similar arguments can be raised in respect of those fleeing internal

armed conflict. Although Protocol II to the Geneva Conventions binds

only 44 States, the principle of non-return to a country in which a

person 's life is at risk can, taking all the above points into

consideration , be regarded as a peremptory norm of international law.

Bestatenent of the Principle of Sop-Refoulememt

Whilst states have shown themselves unwilling to accept a legal

obligation to grant asylum the principle of human compassion , which

forms the very basis of those international norms and laws which protect

the individual, requires that persons are not forced to return to a

country where their life is at risk. Indeed state practice would

Indicate a general acceptance of this humanitarian norm. Some of those

states which have shown themselves loath to grant refuge to victims of

war have nevertheless been vocal in their demands that other countries,

particularly those in the same region as the country of origin, should

grant such refuge. Thus their refusal cannot be regarded so much as a



rejection of the principle , but rather a result of political or economic

expediency.

To recap, the classic concept of the principle of noa-refouleaest as

recognised by the 1951 Convention prohibits the return of a Convention

refugee to a country where his or her life or freedom would be

threatened on discriminatory grounds. The Geneva Conventions prohibit

refouleaeat of any protected person within the Meaning of the

Conventions . The Torture Convention extends the principle further by

prohibiting the return of any. person to a country where there are

substantial grounds for believing he or she will be in danger of being

subjected to torture. The jurisprudence of the European and Inter-

Aaerican Commissions on Human Rights and other legal fora have extended

the principle still further.

It is now possible to restate the principle of Doa-refouleaent as

currently recognised by international law in the following manner , It

is prohibited to return, or cause to be returned by rejection at the

border , Interdiction on the high seas or other such action,any person

<be he or she a refugee within the Convention definition, a victim of

war or of violations of human rights including deprivation of basic

sustenance) to any state where there is a serious risk that:

either: bis or her life will be placed in jeopardy for whatever

reason (Including war , ethnic conflict, starvation)

or: he or she will suffer serious violations of human rights

(including torture and other cruel or inhuman treatment,

deprivation of liberty or of basic sustenance).

This is not the same thing as saying that countries have a duty to grant

permanent asylum to such persons . But in the majority of situations

this Is tantament to saying that countries aust grant them safe refuge,

at least on a temporary basis, until more permanent solutions can be

found for them. Temporary refuge has not been a practice favoured by

humanitarian agencies, because it has so often been associated with

appalling living conditions. But by stressing the obligation of the

International community to share the financial burden of caring for

these persons and the duty to seek permanent solutions to their plight ,

and at the same time calling on host governments to observe at least

miniouB standards of humane treatment, these problems should be reduced.



2. LIMITED SCOPE OF PBRSMS PBOTECTED BY BEFUGEB LAV

The provisions of the 1951 Convention setting out Biniaun standards of

treatnent are only binding on those 95 countries which have ratified

the Convention . Many of the States directly affected by refugees are In

fact not parties to the Convention .

Further the legal provisions only apply to those persons falling within

the definition of the tern 'refugee' in the Convention . Article 1

includes within the tern those who have been considered a refugee under

previous international instruments and any person who

"...owing to well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of
race, religion, nationality , nenbersh ip of a particular social group
or political opinion, is outside the country of his nationality and
is unable or, owing to such fear, is unwilling to avail himself of
the protection of that country; or who, not having a nationality and
being outside the country of his former habitual residence as a
result of such events, is unable or, owing to such fear, is
unwilling to return to it."

Originally the definition limited application of the Convention to

refugees who acquired such status as a result of "events occurring

before 1 January 1951," and contained an optional geographical

limitation to events "occurring in Europe". The tine period , but not

the optional geographical restriction , was lifted, as regards those

states that have ratified it, by the 1967 Protocol .

Even as modified, the definition is very restrictive . Those fleeing

individual persecution form only a small part of a much larger class of

displaced persons , many of whom thus fall outside the provisions of

refugee law.

a) Categories eacpressly excluded from the 1951 Convention

(1) Palesti nian Refugees

The 1951 Convention specifically excludes from its ambit "those

receiving assistance or protection from organs or agencies of the V8

other than the UIHCR". The effect of this provision is to exclude from

the terns of the Convention , Palestinian refugees receiving assistance

from the OT Relief and Vorks Agency for Palestinian Refugees in the Sear

Bast (1JIBVA). UIBVA was established in 1949 to provide material

assistance , education and health facilities for the refugees within Its

charge. But there was no corresponding convention imposing on host



governments minloua standards of treatment of the Palestinian refugees.

They are thus without the protection afforded by such a Convention.

(11) Cessation Clauses

The 1951 Convention states that Its provisions shall cease to apply to

those who for several reasons can no longer be regarded as a refugee.

These cessation clauses Include a person who:

"can no longer, because the circumstances In connection with which

he has been recognised as a refugee have ceased to exist, continue
to refuse to avail himself of the protection of the country of his
nationality or If be has no nationality the country of his former
residence".

Bo indication is given as to how it is to be determined whether indeed

such circumstances have ceased to exist. The recognition that

repatriation should always be a voluntary decision of the refugee

inplies a subjective assess ment on the part of the refugee. However , it

is nore problematic when the person concerned has never been granted

full refugee status but merely permitted to remain within a host country

on humanitarian grounds. As we have seen, such persons do not fall

within the ambit of Article 32 of the Refugee Convention governing

expulsion of refugees. There have been a number of recent examples in

which people without refugee status have been returned against their

will to their countries of origin after having lived for a considerable

number of years In their host country where they had become established.

This second uprooting can result in considerable suffering.

b) Stateless Persons

It was originally intended that the 1951 Convention should also cover

stateless persons , but the Conference of Plenipotentiaries responsible

for its drafting did not have time to consider this matter. It was not

until 1954 that the Convention relating to the Status of Stateless

Persons was adopted. This Convention was modelled on the 1951 Refugee

Convention and lays down similar minimum standards of treatment.

However , by Article 1 of the 1951 Convention , it applies only to de Jure

stateless , i.e. persons not considered as nationals by any state under

the operation of Its law. It does not extend to de facto stateless .

Such persons are, unless they fall within the definition of refugee in

the 1951 Convent ion, therefore without the protection of either

Convention .



c). Aeylua-se&ters Pending Determination of Status, those granted

Teaporary Befuge and Illegal Entrants

The 1851 Convention applies only to "refugees", those within the host

country who "have not yet been granted refugee status are not protected

by the Convention . In some circumstances, where for instance the host

country determines refugee status on an invldual basis , asylum-seekers

•
ay remain without status and the protection this implies for a number

of years. Some countries facing massive influxes are unable or

unwilling to absorb such large numbers of persons and thus grant only

temporary refuge to asylum-seekers on the understanding that these

persons will be resettled elsewhere. Without refugee status these

persons also fall outside the 1951 Convention.

The number of available resettlenent places has consistently failed to

natch up to the number of asylum-seekers. Several countries have

therefore attempted to stem the tide of asylun-seekers by the

Imposition of "deterrence " policies. These sometimes include detaining

those seeking asylum, (often regarded as Illegal aliens) in conditions

designed to be unpleasant if not outright degrading. The appalling

circuastances of these people highlight a grave weakness in the

provisions of refugee law.

Even countries traditionally associated with resettlement are resorting

to stricter admission policies in the face of larger and larger numbers

of asylum-seekers. Sophisticated methods, combining strict visa

requirements and penalties for airlines carrying persons without visas,

are aiBed at preventing asylum-seekers from ever reaching the borders of

the state. levertheless , many asylum-seekers do manage to gain entry

without coaplying with the formalities. In a growing number of First

World countries these "illegal entrants" are held in detention pending

the determination of their status.

Article 31 of the Convention prohibits , in certain circumstances , the

imposition of penalties for illegal entry. But it does not prohibit

"necessary " restrictions on their aoveaents which is the ground on which

states justify such detention . Kany asylum-seekers are thus forced to

remain in detention centres whilst their status is determined which may

take several years. The appalling conditions in some of these detention

centres and of others to whom refugee status has not yet been granted

illustrates the need to enforce miniaum standards in the treatment of

all asylum-seekers .
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d) Other categories of displaced person not falling within the ambit of

the 1051 Convention

Only those with a "well-founded fear of persecution " are regarded as

refugees within the Convention definition. Var victims, those fleeing

generalised violence , those seeking to avoid Indiscriminate violations

of human rights or fleeing the horrors of starvation aay fall outside

the narrow Convention definition of "refugee".

In SOBB circumstances it is not easy to determine whether a person fits

within the criteria or not as the concept of persecution is open to

different Interpretations . An example Is those fleeing severe economic

deprivation . It is now well recognised that governments bear some

responsibility for the consequences of severe and continued poverty .

What is less clear is at what stage a failure by a government to address

such problems affecting a part of its popu lation, such as an ethnic

minority, amounts to "persecution" of that group.

Similar difficulties arise over the status of those fleeing from civil

war. Such conflicts are often the result of adverse treatment of a part

of Its population by the central government. Are members of that group

who flee the violence of civil war fleeing persecution on the grounds of

membership of a particular group?

The recognition of such displaced persons as refugees is often more a

reflection of political considerations rather than the result of

objective determination of the status of the asylum seekers . Such a

political lottery Is far from a satisfactory basis for asylum and legal

protection .

e > Expanded Definit ion of "Refugee" contained in Regional Instruments

Africa

In the context of Africa the wider definition contained in the OAU

Convention applies. Article 1 defines "refugee" in similar terms to

that In the 1951 Convention but continues:

"2. The term "refugee" shall also apply to every person who, owing

to external aggression , occupation, foreign domination or events

seriously disturbing public order in either part or the whole of his

country of origin or nationality, is compelled to leave his place of

habitual residence In order to seek refuge in another place outside

his country of origin or nationality".



Central AaerlfM Region

recent colloquiua on international protection of refugees in the

Central American region held in Cartagena , Coluabia, recommended that

the definition or concept of a refugee for use in the region should,

in addition to those elements contained in the definitions in the 1951

Convention and 1&67 Protocol ; include:

"persons who have fled their country because their lives, safety or
freedon have been threatened by generalised violence, foreign
aggression , Internal conflicts, massive violation of human rights or
other circuaetances which have seriously disturbed public order."

The Cartagena Declaration (the Recommendations and Conclusions of the

Colloquiua) will be discussed by the General Assenbly of the

Organisation of American States in early December 1985 and also in the

3rd Coannlttee of the TO General Assembly in December. The Declaration

will also be put to the Executive Committee of the UIHCR which is

expected to endorse it in full. If the recommendations contained in the

Declaration are accepted It will go a long way to Meeting the

limitations of the definition in the 1951 Convention and may lead the

way for further regional expansions of the definition.

There is one difficulty with expanding the definition on a regional

basis, that is the risk of having several different definitions of the

term "refugee". This is already causing some complications due to the

gap between the wider OAU definition and that in the 1951 Convention .

Asylum-seekers from an African country who may be recognised as

"refugee" within that Continent may not be regarded as falling within

the term refugee when seeking asylum In, for example, a European

country. But, the active participation of the UIHCR in the discussions

at regional levels assists In ensuring that the divergences between the

various definitions are not too great.

gBCQMXEIDATIDH : Greater use of Hunan Sights Law to Protect Categories

Excluded from Refugee Law

a) Persons covered by hunan rights law

All those categories outlined above which fall outside the ambit of the

protection of the 1951 Convention, are nevertheless protected by the

provisions of International human rights law. At the tine that the 1951

Conventi on was drafted the provisions of the Universal Declaration of

Susan fights had not yet been incorporated into legally binding

instruments. Thus it was felt necessary in the Convention Relating to



the Status of Refugees to set out the minimum standards of their

treatment. However , since that date international hunan rights law has

been considerably developed In general and specific global instruments,

and in regional human rights Conventions.

Hunan rights by their very nature adhere to all individuals and are not

derived from national or other status. They apply to all persons

whether refugees, stateless persons , or other aliens, Including those

who are Illegally present In a country. Thus the consequences of

falling outside the provisions concerning the minimum standard of

treatment of refugees are less severe than might first appear.

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights adopted by the General

Assembly on 10 December 1948 states that "everyone" is entitled to all

the rights and freedoms set forth in the Declaration. Similarly, by

Article 2 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights,

states parties undertake to respect the rights recognised In the

Covenant of all individuals within the territory and subject to its

jurisdiction "without distinction of any kind, such as race, colour,

sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social

origin, property , birth or other status."

b) States bound by international human rights law

Whilst the more detailed provisions of the International Covenants and

of other legally binding global or regional human rights instruments

only bind those states which are party to such instruments, many of the

fundamental provisions of these instruments and of the Universal

Declaration of Human Bights, are declatory of previously existing

standards recognised by all civilised countries, and are binding on all

states as part of Jus cofîeas. These fundamental human rights Include

the right to life, prohibition of torture, cruel inhuman or degrading

treatment or punishment, prohibition of slavery and slave trade,

recognition before the law, the right to due process of law, freedom of

thought , conscience and belief , and the principles of aoD-refoulament

and non-discrimination.

That these fundamental human rights must also be observed with respect

to refugees and other aliens is beyond doubt , and the General Assembly

has urged members of the CB to respect the fundamental rights of

refugees in their territory "by treating them in accordance with the

Universal Declaration of Human Rights" (GA Res 2399 of 6 Dec 1966).



Thus all those categories Identified above as falling outside the ambit

of the Kefugee Convention - Palestinian refugees, stateless persons ,

displaced persons not included in the Convention definition , asylum-

seekers pending determination of status, Illegal entrants etc - are,

regardless of their status, protected by the provisions of human

rights law. Furthernore, every state, whether or not a state party to

international legal instruBents , is bound to respect the fundamental

human rights of all persons within its territory or subject to its

jurisdiction .

c) Sights of Aliens

Various attenpts have been made in recent years to restate the basic

minimum standards of treatment commensurate with respect for these

fundaaental rights. Following the expulsion of the Asian population

fron Uganda in 1972 the TO took up the topic. In 1974 on an initiative

of Baroness Biles, the UK Sub-Commission on the Prevention of

Discrialnatlon and Protection of Minorities began to consider a draft

declaration on the human rights of non-citizens. Several provisions of

this draft have now been provisionally agreed by a working group set up

by the General Assembly. This draft re-emphasises the mimimum standards

for the treatment of aliens, Including refugees, lawfully in a country.

<It is unlikely that the declaration will be extended to unlawful

aliens). It Includes a clause granting aliens the right to communicate

with their consulate or diplomatic missions (Draft Article 10). An

express inclusion in this article of the right of asylum-seekers to

communicate with UIHCR would be helpful.

There is, however , a weakness in the present draft in that it omits to

protect the rights of aliens in criminal proceedings . It would be

strengthened , for example , by the addition of a right to legal

representation and when necessary , an interpreter , which are essential

to protect the right of refugees and other aliens to a fair trial.

Attempts should be made to strengthen the draft declaration on the

rights of aliens so that it includes such provisions appropriate to

refugees and asylum-seekers .

d) Continued relevance of the strict definition of 'refugee'

The obligation on states to provide a safe-haven for all those whose

life or liberty is in Jeopardy , (whether or not they fit within the

strict definition of the term refugee ), and to respect the fundamental



hu—n rights of all those within Its territory, (even of those who have

entered Illegally or are not recognised as refugees) raises the question

whether the present definition of refugee continues to serve any

purpose.

There are two schools of thought on this point . One view is that a

strict definition is necessary : the other, that all persons displaced

from their hones should be luaped together without distinctions of

definition based on the cause of their flight. The better view would

appear to be somewhere in the middle.

All displaced persons have three basic needs: a safe place of refuge

where they are protected from forced return to a country where their

lives or liberty are threatened , basic sustenance and treatment

coanensurate with their fundamental huaan rights Including the right to

huaan dignity, and durable solutions to their problems.

The strict definition may not be relevent as regards the first two

needs, but it is relevant as regards the solution to the problems of

refugees and displaced persons , and to attributing Institutional

responsibilities . Those who have been displaced by war or other

temporary catastrophe may be able to return In safety to their homes

once the cause of their flight has been resolved . But, for those who

continue to fear persecution within their country of origin, <ie.

refugees in the strict sense) voluntary repatriation is not the answer .

They require asylum in the traditional sense whether in their country of

first refuge or in another country. Thus it is only refugees within the

strict definition for whom asylum is the only possible solution.

However , the line between refugees strlctu seasu and other displaced

persons is not always easy to draw. Sooe aay remain unwilling to return

to their country of origin even though the causes of their flight have

ostensibly been resolved . The government of the host country nay

suspect that their unwillingness to return steas from personal

convenience or economic motive rather than fear of persecution . As the

provisions of the 1951 Convention Indicate, states have reserved the

right to refuse continued asylum to persons whose claim to remain is

based on such grounds. This requires that adequate safeguards be built

into state procedures to ensure that those who do have genuine fear are

not subjected to refoulemeat.



One difficulty , however , remains. Even when it nay be safe for asylum

seekers to return to their country of origin, the second uprooting

caused by their return may Itself cause then considerable suffering,

particularly if they have lived in the country for a considerable period

of time. States are unlikely to accept a legal obligation to permit

peraanent settleaent within their territory of all such persons but

they should be called upon to view these cases in a spirit of

humanitarian compassion and to respect the full range of human rights of

all such persons including their right to home and faulty life.

Various different definitions and obligations exist concerning refugees.

The wider definition of the tern in the OAU Convention more accurately

reflects the categories of persons displaced by man-Bade disasters and,

as we have seen, a similar definition is currently being discussed for

application In the context of the Central American region. In effect,

UBHCB's aandate has been expanded to cover all such persons displaced

across a border by aan-aade disasters . But, there have been calls for

the Convention definition to be expanded globally by means of a second

protocol .

It is difficult not to conclude that a formal extension of the

definition would be likely to lead to a watering down of the concepts of „ /

refugee and asylum, with the risk that genuine political refugees in

need of asylum in the traditional sense might suffer as a result.

Provided that the wider notion of safe-haven is respected , it is

probably best not to open Pandora 's box by attempting to redraft the

Convention definition .

The present position concerning the definition of the term "refugee" may

be analytically untidy, but it does permit a flexibility that might be

lost in any attempt to define nore accurately those entitled to refuge

or permanent asylum. The humanitarian needs are in most cases quite

clear. States should be called upon to assist in meeting these needs,

regardless of legal niceties .

3. LIMITED acnPE OF SIGHTS PROTECTED BY REFUGEE LAV

The 1951 Convention was drawn up to meet the particular protection

problems of European refugees after the Second World War. Their main

problems were lack of status and documents and the need to be protected

against discriminatory practices in their attempts to re-establish

themselves. The 1951 Convention was thus designed to give them a



juridical status and to ensure that refugees were treated by the host

state no less favourably than other aliens, and In some limited

circumstances, on the sane footing as nationals of the country. It lays

down minioum standards of treataent of refugees covering such issues as

employment and welfare (Including education) and provides for the

Issuance of indentity papers and travel documents.

Some of its provisions seem sonewhat inappropriate in the context of

today's refugees the majority of whom have sought asylum in impoverished

Third Vorld countries which can ill-afford to provide welfare rights to

their own citizens, let alone large numbers of asylum-seekers. The

burning protection problems of today have less to do with a technical

analysis of legal status than with the need to secure the basic needs of

all refugees, displaced persons and asylum-seekers and to protect their

physical security. But the 1951 Convention is silent on the subject of

physical security, and has no provision prohibiting the type of

degrading treatment to which asylum-seekers are frequently subjected

when held in detention pending determination of their status or as part

of a deterrence policy.

RECOHMEHDATIQIT: Greater utilization of Human Rights Law and Procedures

to Protect Sights not covered by Refugee Law

Hunan rights law is also important in the protection of the rights of

those refugees falling within the Convention definition as it provides

protection for a wider scope of rights than the Refugee Convention . To

give but two examples, physical attacks on refugees violate rights

confirmed in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, article 3 of

which states "everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of

person". The particular vulnerability of uprooted persons makes them

easy prey whilst in flight for pirates on the high sea, or marauding

bandits . All too often refugees are subjected to armed attacks

(sometimes by military operations from their country of origin), or to

forced conscription and they may even be forced to act as a "human

buffer zone" in areas of conflict. The tremendous difficulties faced by

the humanitarian agencies in protecting the right to physical security

are dealt with core fully below (Page 48).

International huaan rights law also provides that everyone , even those

detained , are entitled to be treated in accordance with human dignity .

Article 5 of the Universal Declaration , which formed the basis of the

recently adopted UI Torture Convention , provides "no one shall be



subjected to torture or to cruel, inbunan or degrading treatment or

punishaent". Article 10(1) of the International Covenant on Civil and

Political Rights deals specifically with detention . It states: "All

persons deprived of their liberty shall be treated with huaanity and

with respect for the inherent dignity of the huaan person ".

One of the probleae in protecting the basic human rights of refugees

and asylum-seekers has been the lack of attention given by many of

those concerned with the care and protection of refugees to the content

of International huoan rights law and the Machinery for its enforcement.

Bon-governBBntal organisations and private lawyers dealing with refugees

and asylun-seekers are often ill-inforned as to this branch of the law,

and it does not feature high on the agendas of aeetlngs discussing

refugee protection . Consequently , it is only rarely that governments

are called to account over violations of human rights provisions with

respect to refugees and asylum-seekers .

The importance of UIHCB's function in this regard , which is dealt with

more fully below, needs constantly to be re-stressed , and efforts

should be made to educate those concerned with refugees to use more

fully the aechanisBS for the enforceaent of human rights provisions as a

neans of protecting the rights of refugees and asylum-seekers.



PART II

THE IKSTI TUT I DIAL FRAMEWORK

The primary obligation to assist and protect refugees and displaced

persons lies on the government of the territory In which they have

sought refuge. Tet. commencing In the days of the League of lations

there have been several International organisations with responsibility

for ensuring that the host government respects these obligations towards

persons who have lost the diplomatic protection of their state.

Since 1951, USHCR has performed this International protection function

by promoting the development of refugee law, ensuring respect for the

principle of non-refouleneat, supervising the application of the 1951

Convention and seeking durable solutions for the problems of refugees.

In this section two limitations of UBHCB's role are considered , the

limitations of its mandate ratioaes personae and the limitations of its

role with respect to durable solutions. Brief mention is also made of

the roles, in connection with refugees and displaced persons , of the

ICRC and of the Office of the US Disaster Relief Co-ordinator (UIDRO).

Finally, recommendations are made for strengthening the institutional

frame work of protection .

LIMITATIONS OF TIMOR'S MATOATE RATIQSES PERSOSAE

1. Categories within competence of TO BCR

As originally drafted the competence of the UNHCR was limited to those

persons falling within the definition of the term refugee contained in

the Statute of the Office which is virtually identical to that

definition in the 1951 Convention. However , UyHCR's mandate ratioaes

personae has, since the establishment of the Office , been extended

considerably by a series of resolutions of the General Assembly.

Vlthin a few years of the setting up of the Office it became obvious

that the individual determination of status envisaged in the definition

was not always feasible. UBHCR was thus requested by the General

Assembly to assist such refugees as groups.

Since the early 1970s a number of resolutions of the General Assembly

have requested the UBHCR to assist in the voluntary repatriation of



refugees to their hooe countries and in addition to provide aid to those

that having been internally displaced are also in need of assistance in

the process of rehabilitation .

In 1979 the General Assembly endorsed a recommendation of the Arusha

Conference that In the context of Africa, UIHCR should apply the wider

definition of refugee contained in the OAU Convention Governing the

Specific Aspects of the Refugee Problems in Africa . The recent

Cartagena Declaration calls for a similar wider definition to be used in

the Central Aoercian region (see above page 21).

Recent events in Africa have led UIHCR to provide assistance to those in

comparable situation to refugees having been forced to flee their

hones as a result of a mixture of natural and man-made disasters . At a

meeting of the UIHCR's Executive Committee in January 1985, the High

Commissioner reported on the relief his Office was providing for those

hundreds and thousands of people seeking refuge in Sudan. He stated:

"It would be pointless to engage in a debate over the status of the

persons concerned ...was the movement a result of a political

situation or was it also touched off by hunger? Be that as it may,

the essential consideration today is that UIHCE , being the only UP

agency present in Eastern Sudan where there are a number of existing

refugee settlements, had to do what it could to succour those

suffering human beings once they had crossed the border ."

This flexible approach is to be welcomed. It is not always possible to

draw a sharp distinction between those fleeing man-made disasters and

those uprooted by so-called "natural" disasters . First, the causes of

flight of an Individual person might be a mixture of both. Second ,

there is a growing recognition that man bears at least some culpability

for the suffering caused by famine which has traditionally been

classified as a "natural" disaster . Third , the material needs of the

uprooted are the same whatever terminology is used to describe them.

Thus, whilst, the provisions of the 1951 Convention only apply to those

falling within its definition and granted refugee status, UIHCE 's

aandate is considerably wider, covering several categories of displaced

persons outside the 1951 definition, and extending to those asylum-

seekers still awaiting determination of their status.

The besitance of governments to extend the formal definition of the tern

"refugee" to Incorporate all those lacking the defacto protection of



their state has already been remarked upon. Tet on nunerous occasions

they have, through resolutions of the General Assembly, BCOSOC and the

Executive Committee of the UIHCR , requested the High Coamlssloner to

extend his "good offices" to such groups. There Is some logic in this

distinction between the Convention definition and the expanded

coapetence of the UIHCE .

¥hllst governments have refused to accept a legally binding obligation

to grant asylum to refugees there is clearly an International moral

obligation to do so, which, as state practice Indicates, nost

governaents feel compelled to observe . To expand the formal definition

of the term would thus "oblige" states to grant asylum to yet greater

numbers of displaced persons . Further, the International community has

accepted responsibility for aiding host governaents in their task of

assisting refugees. Thus the term "refugee" has a financial implication

for states. Many states particularly those in the First Vorld are not

therefore prepared to sanction a widening of the definition in the

Convention . At the same time they recognise the hulaanitarian needs of

this wider category of displaced persons and are happy to see the UMCR

involved in their care.

Thus it is that the coapetence of the High Commissioner has gradually

been extended so that It now covers virtually all those who have lost

the protection of their state of origin, as a result of being displaced

outside their countries of origin by nan-made disasters . It nay well

be best that those categories of person are not too tightly defined.

All those displaced persons in need of assistance and protection should

receive it and this widened mandate permits flexibility. Despite these

extensions of UIHCR 's mandate uncertainty remains with respect to the

ambit of UIHCK 's competence concerning displaced persons particularly

those internally displaced .

2. Uncertainty concerning TJTHCS's mandate with respect to Displaced

Persons

In a series of resolutions the General Asse mbly has referred to the

activities of the High Commissioner on behalf of "refugees and displaced

persons of concern to his office". But the term "displaced persons" has

not been defined . It does , however , imply an Involuntary movement

rather than that caused by the exercise of free will. Thus voluntary

migrants can be regarded as excluded from the term.



During the second World Var, and the years laBediately following, the

term "displaced person " had a technical meaning. But today It Is used

In a variety of ways. It is sometimes used by states In an attempt to

avoid even the •oral obligation to grant asylum associated with the term

'refugees'. Thus states will refer to displaced persons , or border-

crossers , illegal aliens, quasl-refugees and boat people to Indicate

they do not accept responsibility for these persons as refugees. On

other occasions the term "displaced person" aay be used in order to

avoid for political reasons the term "refugee" and the aspersion that

this tern casts on the country of origin. At other times the term is

used to describe those displaced within the borders of their own

country.

Finally, It Is used by some to refer to those externally displaced by

man-Bade disasters but not falling within the narrow confines of the

statutory definition of refugee. This category would thus include those

fleeing war, generalised violence, indiscriminate violations of human

rights or other serious disturbance in their country of origin.

It is this latter group that have been formally incorporated into the

term "refugee" by the OAU Sefugee Convention and which the Central

American countries have recommended be included in the definition used

in that region .

But it is not at all clear in which sense the General Assembly intends

the term "displaced persons ", used in its resolutions , to be understood .

In 1977 the High Commissioner sought advice from the Executive Committee

on the distinction between the terns "refugee" and "displaced person",

but no formal response was forthcoming. There was, however ,

considerable support for the view that "refugees" were those who had

crossed international frontiers whereas "displaced persons" had not.

Further ambiguity was added by a Sesolutlon of the General Assembly in

1979 . In Resolution 34/60 the General Assembly requested :

"the High Commissioner to continue to provide .., durable and speedy

solutions to problems of refugees and displaced persons wherever

they occur* [emphasis added]

Some commentators view this Resolution as illustrative that UIHCE's

mandate now incorporates internally displaced persons .



Internally Displaced Persons

On those occasions on which UIHCR has been specifically requested to

assist Internally displaced persons , It has generally been In

conjunction with rehabilitation programmes for returnees. The UBHCR

prograane in Southern Sudan in the early 1970s , for example, was

developed to assist the rehabilitation of some 180,000 Sudanese who had

sought asylum abroad and a further 500,000 who had been displaced within

the southern region of the country . More recently UIHCR has been

requested to provide assistance for "voluntary returnees as well as for

displaced persons" in Ethiopia.

It is, however , unlikely that the General Asseably intended to extend

UIHCR 's mandate to cover all Internally displaced persons as a matter of

course. It is much acre likely that it was intended to cover only those

situations in which the UIHCR is specifically requested to assist a

group of displaced persons by the General Assembly or other competent

body .

There is some support to be found in the Cartagena Declaration for this

more restrictive view. The Colloguium, having expressed its concern "at

the situation of displaced persons within their own countries" called on

"national authorities and the competent international organs to offer

protection and assistance for those persons ." lo reference is made to

the UIHCR in this recomBendatlon despite its inclusion in other

paragraphs .

Which Agency has responsibility for Internally Displaced Persons?

The text of this recomnendation begs the question : which are the

coapetent international organs? In the case of natural disasters the

Office of the UI Disaster Relief Co-ordlnator (UIDRO) is the competent

agency to provide eaergency relief. UIDRO has no legal protection

function, but by and large, victias of natural disasters are not in need

of international protection and thus this Mandatory constraint is not a

serious lacuna. In the case of displaceaent as a result of man-nade

disasters institutional responsibility is not so clear cut.

Many of the persons displaced within the borders of their own country

are victiaB of war. As such they are protected by the provisions of the

Fourth Geneva Convention of 1949 as extended by the two Protocols of

1977. The provisions of Protocol II extended the protection of

civilians to cover violins of non-international araed conflict . In such



circumstances it ie the ICRC which is the conpetent organlsatioD to

protect those displaced by the conflict. The provisions of Protocol II

apply to all persons who are in the power of a party to the conflict

irrespective of whether they are refugees or other displaced persons or

nationals. In those circumstances in which UIHCR is operating ICRC

will, however , to avoid duplication, leave the protection function of

refugees and other displaced persons to UIHCR .

But between natural disasters on the one hand and araed conflict on the

other there are other circumstances which aight give rise to

displacement. ICRC does not, at the present tine, have a formal

mandate during circumstances of internal tension not amounting to armed

conflict. lor does it have a protection role over victims of violations

of human rights unless they are also war victims.

It is often assumed that internally displaced persons do not require

international protection as they remain under the jurisdiction of their

home state. But when the displaced persons have fled the actions of

their own government, this national protection is clearly Insufficient.

Indeed in some circumstances, internally displaced persons have been

subjected to repeated attacks by government forces. This Is

particularly prevalent when, during secessionist wars, displaced

persons have sought refuge in a part of the country under the control of

secessionist forces.

RECQMMEJDATIQH for extension of ICRC's Protection Mandate to cover

Persons Displaced by Internal Tension

Either ICRC or UIHCS should be given a protection mandate over those

displaced Internally as a result of man-made disasters . The ICEC might

be the most appropriate agency as it is already involved In the

drafting of guidelines for human rights protecti on during periods of

internal tension , and, with its reputation of neutrality , it is often

the first agency to be permitted access in difficult political

situations. This is an important factor as access to the internally

displaced or to that part of the country where they are situated, may be

refused by the government, particularly when it is unwilling to admit

the existence of civil disturbance or violent upheavals. Even those UN

agencies such as DTHCR with purely huaanltarlan aandates are sometimes

viewed with suspicion. Thus the extension of ICRC's protection role

might be the acre effective alternative .



3. Uncertainty concerning Scope of OlHCR's role with respect fp

returnees and internally displaced

Even when UIHCR does provide assistance to internally displaced persons ,

in conjunction with rehabilitation programmes for returnees it is not

at all clear whether this role extends to legal protection . Such

programmes usually commence only once the causes of flight have ceased .

But it is at the earlier tiae before it is safe for displaced persons to

return hone that they are In urgent need of protection .

The traditional view that international protection replaces the lost

diplonatic protection of a state leads some to assert that the VIHCR 's

protection mandate is limited to those having sought refuge beyond the

borders of their state and those who can be regarded as having lost the

protection of their state of origin.

Thus they would argue that whilst the UIHCR has been requested to assist

such groups as the internally displaced , returnees, and on occasions ,

victins of drought and famine, the function of the Office is, In such

circumstances strictly limited to the provision of material assistance

on the grounds that these persons retain the protection of their own

government .

It is clear that the protection needs of those remaining or returning to

their country of origin are different in kind to those seeking refuge in

another country. Protection of the principle of aoa-refouleaent and the

application of the provisions of the Refugee Convention are not here in

issue. But these persons often remain in need of protection of their

basic human rights including the rights to life, liberty and security of

person .

UIHCR has itself stated that if beneficiaries of any of its programmes

were to be subjected to massive violations of their human rights the

Office would raise the matter with the authorities concerned as such

violations would adversely affect its ability to carry out its

humanitarian duties. Clearly the logic of this argument holds Just as

true for those of concern to UIHCR who remain within their country of

origin as for those who have sought refuge beyond national frontiers.

The besitance of sone states in recognising a protection role for UIHCR

in such circumstances reflects their view that it would amount to an

unjustified Interference in the domestic affairs of states. In order

that the fundamental rights of all people should be adequately protected



constant atteapts Bust be Bade to chip away at this misplaced notion of

sovereignty .

RBCDMMEgDATIPB

An important step forward in this direction could be taken by the

General Assembly or UIHCR 's Executive Committee formally extending

raHCK 's protection function to cover all those within its care even

those within the borders of their state of origin. A resolution

omitting specific reference to internally displaced persons or returnees

might prove more acceptable to governments and thus avoid the criticism

of unjustlflable Interference with the domestic affairs of states.

4. Categories Expressly Excluded from PHHCR's Competence

Palestinian Refugees

Vith minor variations of wording the Statute of UIHCR contains the same

exclusions as the 1951 Convention. Thus Palestinian refugees receiving

assistance from UFRVA are also excluded from UiHCK 's competence . UIEVA

provides assistance to Palestinian refugees in five areas, Lebanon ,

Syria, Jordan and the Israeli-occupied territories of the Vest Bank and

the Gaza Strip.

The legal protection needs of the refugees in the Occupied Territories

is complicated by the Israeli denial of the application of the

provisions of the Fourth Geneva Convention of 1&49 (which governs the

protection of civilians during military occupation). The refugee and

civilian populations are thus deprived of the protection afforded by the

Geneva Convention , and the supervision of its application by the

International Committee of the Red Cross. Similar debates on the

applicatiorn of the Convention took place during the war in Lebanon and

the Israeli occupation of the Southern part of the country.

At the local level the representatives of UIRVA do what they can to

protect the fundamental human rights of those within the care of the

organisation . Unlike UBHCR , VIRVA is an operational agency and its many

staff who live and work in the refugee camps are usually well informed

of infringements of the rights of those refugees within the Agency 's

care. But the authority of UIRVA's representatives is severely weakened

by the Agency's lack of formal mandate to protect the refugees. The



impact of UBRVA's protests to governments at the diplomatic level is

correspondingly reduced.

Vhich Agency should be responsible for Protection of Palestinians?

The need for an agency to be given the responsibility for the legal

protection of these Palestinian refugees has long been recognised but

there has been debate over which agency , UIHCR or UBEVA , should be given

this oandate.

An international IGO aeeting on the question of Palestine in August 1984

urged the General Assembly to extend the Mandate of the UIHCS to include

Palestine refugees. On the other hand the Special Political Committee

adopted on 12 Boveaber 1984 a resolution calling upon the General

Assembly to urge the Secretary-General to consult with UIBVA about

taking "effective measures to guarantee the safety and the legal and

buaan rights of the Palestine refugees in all territories under Israeli

occuption in 1967 and thereafter". This debate has not yet been

resolved.

Palestinian refugees were omitted from UOTCR 's Mandate in 1950 because

it was feared that the political nature of the Palestine question would

interfere with the purely humanitarian role envisaged for the new

Office. Furthermore, arrangements for the repatriation or compensation

of the Palestinian refugees were under discussion at that time. Whilst

history has shown that these proposals bore no fruit the first point

remains valid today. There are fears that it might seriously affect

UBHCR's position if it were to be responsible for the legal protection

of the Palestinians. Yet UBHCR by its universal humanitarian mandate

retains more international authority than OTRVA and night therefore be

In a position to protect the Palestinians more effectively.

The events of recent years have illustrated the desperate need for

physical protection of civilian refugees, a role for which neither UBHCR

nor USRVA is adequately equipped. But the protection needs of the

Palestinian refugees are not Halted to physical protection . They

include the protection of their fundamental human rights Including the

right to live in dignity, and soae very complicated problems stemming

from the statelessness that aany of them suffer and the consequent

obstacles they face In obtaining passports . This problem is

particularly acute for the younger generation of Palestinians born In

exile.



RBCQMEIDATIDH

Clearly one or other of the two 71 agencies should at an early date be

given a aandate to protect the rights of these people . A pragmatic

solution to the dilena of which agency should have the aandate , is to

split the responsibilities between the two. UIRVA , dealing with the

day to day assistance progrannes , could be given a foraal nandate to

protect the basic buaan rights of those within its care. UBHCB should be

•
andated to provide consular protection and to assist stateless

Palestinians .

5. Stateless Persons

Supervision of the 1954 Convention relating to the Status of Stateless

Persons has not been Included in the nandate of UIHCS. Thus there is no

international organisation with conpetence to ensure respect for the

rights of stateless persons per se. If, however , they fall within the

definition of refugees they fall within UIHCK 's coopetence under its

Statute .

later Convention on the Reduction of Statelessness , provides by

Article 11 for the establishment of an international agency within the

framework of the OT which will assist persons seeking to claim a

nationality in relation to the authorities of the contracting parties ,

In 1974 the General Assembly requested USHCR temporarily to act as this

body , a role which was confirmed in 1976 , but which has not featured to

any real extent in VBHCR's work .

However , this Convention has not been effective in resolving the

problems of Statelessness . As we have seen one of the major problems of

Statelessness today concerns the Palestinian refugees , particularly

those born in refugee camps since the creation of Israel . Whilst some

such refugees have obtained the nationality of their host state (for

instance In Jordan, where this Is comaon) many others are either unable

or unwilling to do so.

gBCOKllEIDATIOH

The •andate of UIHCR should be foraally expanded to include the

supervision of the 1954 Convention and should include a clear mandate

to assist Palestinians in obtaining a nationality and travel and other

docuaents .



II UMITATIQIS DP PIHCR's ROLE VITH RESPECT TO DURABLE SQLUTIDBS

1. The Search for Political Solutions

UIHCR is enjoined by Its Statute to seek permanent solutions for the

problen of refugees by assisting governments and non-governmental

organslations to facilitate the voluntary repatriation of such refugees,

or their asslBllatlon within new communities. Resolution of the

underlying causes of flight is required in order that those displaced

nay return boae in safety. But the Statute also states that the work of

UIHCB Is to be "of an entirely non pollcltal character : it shall be

huaanitarian and social". (Statute Art 2) Thus whilst UTOCR nay

facilitate the arrangeaents for voluntary repatriation (through for

example the use of Tripartite Commissions) It is ill-suited to play a

dynamic role in bringing about the political solutions necessary for its

implementation,

RECQMKESDATIDBS

a) OS "Special Representatives" - Political lightning conductors

Political resolutions to humanitarian problems do, however , fall within

the objectives of the UI as a whole. In accordance with his general

conpetence in huaanitarian natters , the Secretary -General has on several

occasions appointed a "Special Representative " to serve as a political

or diplonatic go-betweeen in nan-Bade disasters . Such a person can, to

use the phrase of the ICRC, perform the function of a "political

lightning conductor" enabling the humanitarian agencies to devote

themselves exclusively to their assigned tasks, shielded to some extent

at least, from the larger political controversies inherent in refugee

situations.

Whilst there are some coiBBon elements in all refugee crises, each has

its own special characteristics . This is particularly true In relation

to protection issues and the search for durable solutions. Thus there

is advantage in appointing an Individual as a Special Representative on

an ad boc basis in each of those situations of BBSS displacement for

which solutions prove evasive.

There have been several proposals for the establishment of a permanent

post within the UB to deal with humanitarian issues. These range from

the proposal , consistently opposed by some states, for a US High



CoBBlssioner for Hunan Rights to the establishment of a post of Under-

Secretary-General with responsibil ity for humanitarian problems.

In a study on Hunan Rights and Massive Exoduses prepared for the US

Commission on Hunan Rights (E/CB.4/1503 31 Decenber 1981). HH Prince

Sadruddin Aga Khan called for the establishment of a Special

Representative for Hunanitarian Questions. This post was envisaged as a

permanent post with responsibility for forewarning, nonitoring and

depoliticising humanitarian situations. It was also envisaged that this

Special Representative would act as an intermediary of goodwill between

the concerned parties and carry out functions which the existing

humanitarian agencies cannot assume due to institutional or mandatory

constraints . Bo action has yet been taken to implement this proposal

but clearly the establishment of such a post could assist considerably

in the resolution of humanitarian problems , particularly at the root

causes and early warning stages .

Even if such a permanent post were to be established within the UN,

there is advantage in the use of additional ad hoc representatives to

assist in creating the political environment essential to the search for

durable solutions to refugee problems. An ad hoc appointment permits

flexibility and ensures that the Representative can devote himself or

herself entirely to that one situation.

Such appointments can therefore be distinguished from and, be additional

to, any full-tine post within the VS Secretariat which may be

established to deal with humanitarian problems generally .

b) Governmental Consultative Groups

Recent discussions on the method of facilitating solutions to refugee

problems have centred on the idea put forward by UIHCR for Consultative

Groups. The aim of such groups would be to forge the political

solutions necessary to enable a resolution of refugee problems. The

consultations would bring together the country of origin and any other

countries substantially involved in the particular refugee situation,

such as a transit country, or regional power , or the major donor

countries. They could also include relevant regional political

groupings such as OAS, OAU, League of Arab States , ASEAB , or the Council

of Europe.



UBHCR has itself recognised that it may not always be the most

appropriate body to convence such a meeting. Depending on the

circunstances other non-political organisations such as the ICRC or the

World Council of Churches night be preferable . In some circumstances

the UB Secretary-General hiaself might be the most appropriate convenor

or the Special Representative if one has been appointed. Whatever name

is given to such consultations, some such Initiative is clearly

necessary . The question whether the UIHCR should participate would

depend on the circumstances and the views of the governments concerned.

If a representative of the UIHCR were to attend it should be in order to

fulfil the aandate of the Office to protect the rights of refugees

rather than acting in any political capacity. In the absence of a

Special Representative it night, however , fall to USHCR to act as a

catalyst to ensure an appropriate body convenes such a neetlng.

ITHHCR's role as a catalyst for solutions

Solutions to the underlying causes of flight nay require for instance

the cessation of a war between states or the reduction of violence or

tension within a coiamunity. These issues clearly fall beyond the scope

of UIHCR 's competence . But it is also clear that such problems require

fully co-ordinated joint International response in order that

hunanitarian solutions can be found to the related problem of

displacement , UBHCR could play a much more active role in ensuring that

such Issues are taken up in the appropriate UI fora. Such a role as a

catalyst for political action by other bodies would not detract from

UBHCR's humanitarian role. On the contrary , it would assist the Office

to meet its responsibility for seeking durable solutions to refugee

problems.

2. The Implementation of Durable Solutions

a) Voluntary repatriation

In those circumstances where it is safe to do so the best solution for

refugees is to return voluntarily to their own country . The right of an

individual to return to his country Is recognised by Article 13 of the

Universal Declaration of Human Rights and a similar provision is to be

found in the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and in

regional human rights instruments.

For those displaced by some temporary catastrophe , voluntary

repatriation is the natural solution once the cause of their flight has



coxe to an end. Yet, by the very nature of the concept of refugee -

those unable or unwilling to return to their country of origin for fear

of persecution - voluntary repatriation remains an unlikely solution for

refugees unless there has been a change of government in their country

of origin.

Most voluntary repatriation programmes in which UIHCR has been involved

have followed a change in government in the country of origin as a

result of a coup or the grant of independence . In some situations

voluntary return has resulted from a peace settlement ending a civil

war. Following such a change in circumstances UBHCR plays an laportant

role in facilitating the repatriation of those who have been displaced

and now wish to return hone.

Tr-l JMrt.-t tt* r.rmwl ggl nna

In several recent repatriation progrananes UBHCR has brought together the

state of origin and the host state in Tripartite Commissions in order to

arrange the details of the repatriation and the assistance given to

returnees. Such detailed discussions can only take place once the

fundaaental political problems underlying the displaceaent have been

resolved and thus these Tripartite Commissions differ froa the suggested

Consultative Groups discussed above.

RECQXMElDATIQgS concerning voluntary repatriation

Where there has been no change in governaent, the situation is more

coaplicated . Adequate steps must be taken to ensure that the return is

voluntary and that the refugee will be safe on return.

<i) Information on Hunan Sights Situation In Country of Origin

Refugees aay wish to return to their own homes but be reluctant to do so

without assurances that they will be safe from violations of human

rights and from penalties for past activities. UIHCR is loath to

provide inforaation on the huaan rights situation pervalling in the

country of origin as this would require it to pass judgement on the

huaan rights record of a state. Refugees nay thus be left with

inadequate advice as to the safety of return. A mission of enquiry

sponsored by an independent party such as a non-governmental

organisation or even by the 01 Coaalssion or Sub-Commission on Hunan

Kighte alght , despite the limitations of such missions , be the best way

of meeting this demand.



(11) Amesty Laws

In some circumstances the government of the country of origin may have

proaulgated a law of amnesty for those returning. In others there may

be nothing nore than a verbal statement to this effect, or nothing at

all. Where there is any risk of prosecution or persecution of those

returning, a legally binding amnesty should be a sloe qua DOE of an

organised repatriation programme. This is particularly important in

those circumstances in which refugees are regarded by their country of

origin as having left the country Illegally.

<iii) Assista nce and Protection for Returnees

Once a refugee returns to bis country of origin he ceases to be regarded

as a "refugee" and technically no longer falls within UIHCE's

competence . But, as we have seen, the General Assembly has on a number

of occasions requested UIHCR to assist specific groups of returnees In

the process of re-establishment in their country of origin. Just as with

UTOCR 's programmes for Internally displaced persons <discussed above

page ...) there are different opinions as to whether UIHCR's competence

in such situations extends to the protection of the returnees. Yet

returnees are in need of protection of their basic human rights,

Including the right to life, liberty and security of person. Indeed,

having previously fled their country returnees nay be at particular

risk. There is a clear need for an international agency to be given a

protection role over returnees, at least during the early period of

their re-establishment ,

Furthermore, the presence of an international protection body such as

USHCR might well assist in creating confidence in the safety of return

and thus facilitate the voluntary repatriation of others remaining

outside the country.

It should therefore be stated formally by the General Assembly or the

Executive Committee of USHCR that the competence of the Office does

extend to the protection of returnees during the period that the Office

provides assistance in the re-establishment process .

If inclusion of the term "returnees" were to prove a stumbling block to

agreement on such a resolution, the same effect could be achieved by a

general resolution, as recommended above (page 35), stating that

UBBCR's competence extends to the protection of the fundamental human

rights of all those for whom it provides programmes.



(Iv) Guidelines on Voluntary Repatriation

Guidelines concerning the protection of returnees spelling out the need

for amnesty laws, and the protection role of UIHCE during voluntary

repatriations could be drafted , perhaps under the auspices of the

International Institute of Humanitarian Law, San Bemo, and submitted to

the OTHC B's Executive Committee for approval and adoption.

b) Assi milation into lew Coimunitles

Voluntary repatriation is the preferred solution in most circumstances.

But when those displaced are of the same ethnic group as the host

coBBunity local settleaent may prove a better solution than return to

their country of origin where, as members of that ethnic group, they

would be In a Minority. Further, refugees that continue to fear

persecution in their country of origin are unlikely to be willing to

return to it.

The protection probleas of refugees seeking asylum outside their country

of origin has been dealt with more fully in the last section. But

there is one problem concerning local settlement that is dealt with

here.

(1) Local Settlement

The prinary obligation to provide the material Beans for such

assiBllation rests on the host country. Yet nany of today's host states

are amongst the least developed in the world , and are unable to aeet

the Material requirements of the refugees. The International community

has responded generously , in a spirit of burden sharing. Yet this

generosity has, ironically, created a new protection problem. In some

countries the aid to refugees has been at such a level as to create a

privileged class of refugees vis-a-vis the Impoverished local

population . This sometimes leads to tension and strife between the two

communities and even to outbreaks of violence .

RBCQXKEgDATI Qg

The approach adopted at the Second International Conference on

Assistance to Refugees in Africa (ICABA II) should, if implemented ,

assist in this respect . Its emphasis on the need for aid to refugees to

be set in the context of development assistance to the whole area

affected by their presence is a model which should be adopted in other



parts of the world for refugee programmes In underdeveloped poverty-

stricken areas.

Such an approach would be made considerably easier If those other UI

agencies involved in developaent and relief actlvltes (such as UIDP ,

UIICBP , TOO etc) were to put aside a portion of their budget to neet the

needs of speedy iaplenentatlon of relief and development prograanes in

refugee-affected areas.

< il > Resettlement

For Bftny Billions of asylum seekers durable solutions have proved

illusory. Such refugees nay be unable or unwilling to return to their

country of origin yet may not have been granted asylum by any state.

More restrictive admission policies in the traditional countries of

resettlement are heightening the difficulties of finding solutions for

those granted merely temporary refuge in their host country . Those In

this linbo category are often forced to live in overcrowded camps,

dependent on outside aid, and in conditions which violate their right to

human dignity. Their host country may be unable or unwilling to absorb

them amongst its own population , particularly when the asylum-seekers

have arrived in massive numbers.

Internationally financed programmes for these refugees and additional

development assistance to the host country may be successful in

persuading governments of soae impoverished receiving states to permit

the refugees to settle permanently. But not all governments will be

thus swayed. The only solution then remaining is resettlement in a

third country. Yet it is no solution to move, for instance, an

illiterate subsistence farmer to a First World country the language of

which he or she does not speak and in which the prospects for employment

are remote thus forcing the refugee to live on state welfare . This

would, In effect , merely transport the human problem from one

continent to another. Clearly if the full rights of refugees are to be

protected , resettlement places Bust be sought in areas of similar

culture and in which they would have an opportunity to re-establish

themselves and become self-supporting. Such countries are most likely

to be In the same geographical region as the country of origin.



RSCQMME1PATIOB

Special regional Meetings, somewhat similar to the Consultative Groups

discussed above, should, therefore, be convened In order that solutions

to refugee problems can be forged at the regional level.

Failing such solutions larger International meetings might be called,

like that held in Geneva in 1979 to address the need for re-settlement

places for Indo-Chinese refugees. Such meetings, by indicating the

concern of the international conmunmity to assist in resolving the

problems associated with refugee flows, might have the added advantage

of encouraging governments of receiving states to adopt more liberal

policies towards asylum-seekers .

UBHCK could convene such meetings, in close co-operation with any

Special Representative who may have been appointed .



PAST III

B1PORCEKBIT QP THS LEGAL PROVISIOBS PQS THE PROTECT IPS

OF REFUGEES AID DISPLACED PEBSOHS

International law protecting the rights of Individuals through human

rights law, refugee law and International bunanitarlan law, has

developed rapidly since the Second World Var. The period of standard

Betting Is now largely completed . Attention now needs to be focused on

strengthening the Mechanisms for the enforcement not only at the

International level but also at the regional and national levels.

In this section several weaknesses In the enforcement of refugee and

human rights law are identified and recommendations aade for

strengthening enforcement. Particular attention is paid to the

difficulties faced in ensuring the physical security of refugees and

displaced persons and in protecting then fron Inhuman or degrading

treatment.

1. gQH RATIFICATIQg QF REFUGEE I1STRUXEBTS

All states are bound to observe the principle of aoD-refouleaeot and to

respect fundamental human rights, but the specific provisions of

international refugee Instruments are only binding on those states that

have ratified the instruments. There are 95 states which have ratified

the 1951 Convention and 29 states which have ratified the OAU

Convention . Several countries receiving large-scale influxes are not

amongst those that have acceded to the refugee instruments. The lack,

In such circumstances , of a legally binding instrument obliging the

elate to co-operate with UTHCR weakens the Organisation 's protection

role.

In recent years progress has been made in gaining further accessions to

the Refugee Convention . The strongest support for the Convention is to

be found in Vestern Europe , the Aaerlcas and Africa. The USA, has not

acceded to the Convention , but has signed the Protocol of 1967. The

•ain gaps In ratification are found amongst the Eastern bloc countries,

of which only Yugoslavia is a party . In the Kiddle East the only

signatorie s are Iran and Israel . Of notable importance are the recent

access ions of couatri«6 from the Far East , the Peoples' Republic of

China, Japan and the Philllpines.
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Continued encouragement should be given to those states that have not

yet acceded to the Conventions to ratify the appropriate legal

instruments. States would be acre likely to accede If they were certain

that In the event of a large-scale Influx they could be certain of

assistance from the International community. Thus the concept of

"burden sharing" in a spirit of "International solidarity" needs also to i /

be stressed . Greater concentration on solutions to the underlying

causes of flight is also likely to do something to relieve the anxiety

of those receiving states which have not yet ratified the legal

instruments.

2. VEAKffESS OF UgHCR's EKFORCEMEgT ROLE

The role of UIHCK in International protecti on for refugees has its roots

in the doctrine of diplomatic protection by which a state nay insist on

respect for the fundanental rights of its citizens by other states. But

state nay resort to a number of devices In order to protect its

citizens abroad. These range from diplomatic pressure through

international judicial proceedings , the threat of reciprocal action

against nationals of the offending state, sanctions, and, more

questionably , ultimately military force. The UBHCE, on the other hand,

does not have the benefit of all such devices. Its only weapon Is

diplomatic pressure in the fora of moral persuasion and persistence ,

protest and ultimately, public condemnation .

The Office has no real power base from which to function. leither its

Statute nor the 1951 Convention provide any teeth for the enforcement of

refugee law. Whilst disputes under the 1951 Convention may technically

be submitted to the International Court of Justice, such a reference can

only be made by a state which is party to the dispute. It is not open

to the High Commissioner himself to refer a dispute, and the procedure

has never been used .

Change in Protection needs

Part of the difficulty over enforcement arises from the fact that UBHCR

was established to address quite different protection Issues than those

of today. As aentloned above, the main problem for the European

refugees after the Second ¥orld Var was lack of status and documents,

and the need to be protected against discriminatory practices In their



attempts to re-establish themselves. The international protection needs

of today's refugees are perhaps more fundamental, and Include the

provision of aaterial assistance to aeet basic needs, physical

protection and treatment commensurate with human dignity.

The tragic plight of destitute refugees who have over the last decade

sought refuge by the Billions in a number of impoverished Third World

countries, has led to expanding assistance programmes with much of the

aid being supervised by UIHCR. Hevertbeless this assistance is not

always adequate or fast enough to relieve Intense suffering and the

deaths of thousands of refugees. Furthermore , for those millions of

refugees for whom no solution is yet in sight forced dependence on

relief aid can be an affront to human dignity.

As one writer has observed :

"The cowed and silent refugee squatting in inhospital terrain
awaiting relief handout has become an image of our times. Belief
can impose its own imprisonment."

These assistance programmes are usually considered separately from

UIHCR 's protection role. But there is a relationship between material

assistance and legal protection . The provision of material assistance

Itself amounts to the protection of fundamental human rights. To

provide food, clothing, blankets , medicines and education is to protect

the rights to such basic needs contained in international human rights

instruments.

Although largely successful in meeting these basic needs of refugees,

UBHCR has faced difficulties in preventing two particularly abhorent

categories of violations of the rights of refugees; armed attacks on

refugee camps and other physical abuses of refugees and asylum seekers,

and deliberately degrading treatment of refugees and asylum seekers

which violates their basic rights to be treated in accordance with

human dignity.

3. TOAKKESS IB THE PROTECTIOH OF PHYSICAL SECURITY

In normal circuastances it is the national governaent that provides

physical protection for its citizens through Its policing and ultimately

its military defences , and its legal redress for the violations of

individuals' rights.



Once a refugee crosses an international border the priaary obligation to

provide physical and other protection passes to the country granting

asylum. But soae countries nay be unable to provide effective physical

protection for every asylum-seeker , particularly in the circumstances of

large-scale influx of persons who have sought refuge in remote border

areas or other Inaccessible parts of the country. This nay lead to

serious problems when the army or some other military faction from the

country of origin attacks the refugees across the border . In such

circumstances the International community has at least a moral duty to

assist in the physical protection of these people . However, the Statute

of the UIHCR drawn up to handle the refugee problem In the developed

European countries after the Second Vorld War does not address the issue

of physical protection . It was assu med at the time that this would be

provided by the country of asylum.

The phenomena of armed attacks on refugees, of their physical abuse,

abduction and rape, of forced conscription and other forms of

exploitation , dramatically indicate the need for more effective

protection of the physical Integrity of refugees and displaced persons .

The issue of physical protection Is of acute concern to those

organisations involved in refugee care. But It is clear that neither

the UIHCS nor ICRC nor indeed any other humanitarian agency Is equipped

adequately to protect the physical Integrity of people . Sometimes the

very presence of international personnel has been sufficient to act as

deterrent to such attacks. But our newspapers are lamentable evidence

that this has not always proved sufficient.

In recent years UIHCR has been involved in Increasingly innovative

programmes such as that in conjunction with ICBC to assist Thailand to

combat piracy attacks on asylum-seekers , and the Joint International

Karitlae Organ!sat 1 on/UIHCR initiatives to ensure the rescue of asylum

seekers in distress at sea.

Military attacks mi Refugee Caaps and Settlements

Following a study by Ambassador Schynder on Military Attacks on Refugee

Camps and Settlements the VIHCR Executive Committee has given

considerable attention to this subject. Yet the failure of the

Executive Committee to reach agreement on a draft declaration of

principles illustrates the extreme sensitivity of governments to such

issues touching as they do on security matters. The main point of

contention is whether attacks should be condemned in all circumstances

or whether there should be a balance between, on the one hand , the duty



of the host country to ensure that refugees are not Involved in

activities directed against their country of origin and, on the other,

the liability of the attacking force.

Protected Eablem

Suggestions have been made for the Introduction of some sort of

protected enblea for refugee and displaced persons camps and

settlements. Although it Bight add weight to any condemnation of an

attack on such a protected caap, it is doubtful whether the use of a

protected emblem would prevent military attacks. The majority of such

attacks on refugees camps appear to have been made in full knowledge of

the nature of the camps. Indeed an emblem night even assist in

targetting attacks.

RECQXMESDATIQB : Presence of International Staff as a Deterrent

The OTHCR Itself has stressed its need to be given an effective role in

the supervision of the well being and physical protection of refugees

and has underlined the importance of its presence in refugee camps.

In his note on Protection prepared for the 1964 Executive Committee

session , the High Commissioner stated;

"Experience has indeed shown that a UHHCR presence has a positive
effect in reducing the incidence of abuse against refugees. Such a
presence should moreover be facilitated by States in view of their
responsibility to co-operate with the High Commissioner in the
exercise of his International protection function. Whilst this role
is broadly recognised , it requires affirmation due to a number of
recent incidents in which access by UFHCR to refugees and asylum-
seekers has been denied ." (para 22 A/AC.96/643 August 1984).

Similarly, there have been calls in other fora for an international

presence to reduce tension . In his 1980 annual report the UI Secretary

General stated:

"A relatively small United Batlons presence can have a calming
effect on a violent situation out of all proportion to its numbers,
armaments or military capacity ... Member States might consider the
possibilities of extending in soae form the Organisation 's very
considerable experience of peace-keeping into humanitarian

emergencies where conditions call urgently for an element of
security ."

Humanitarian Observers

This view was echoed in the recommendations of H.H. Prince Sadruddin Aga

Khan in bis Study on Hunan Rights and Massive Exoduses. Prince

Sadruddin proposed a corps of humanitarian observers whose role would



be entirely non-political and purely humanitarian . The presence of such

observer s alght nave a calming effect in areas where they would be

stationed.

The use of such humanitarian observers would have the great advantage

of being an infernal nethod requiring the approval only of the

governnents directly concerned . The deployaent of UI peace-keeping

forces, on the other hand, requiring as it does a vote of the Security

Council , Is often blocked by the veto.

The presence of such observers or of US civilian personnel aay help to

create some fora of demilitarized zone In an area of conflict. Such a

"safe haven" nay have particular value at least whilst negotiations for

aore effective protection are being undertaken .

Huaan Sights Field Officers

aore active aonltoring role was perceived for "human rights field

officers", which were proposed in a report of the VS Commission on Human

Rights at its 34th session (Off. Rec. BCOSOC 1978 Supp. Bo 4E/1878/38.

para 164). But no action was taken on this proposal , and in the current

international climate it seems unlikely that any official action will be

taken to implement this recommendation .

Importance of Sole of SGDs

The lack of physical presence of UIHCS staff in refugee camps, due in

part to the fact that UffHCK rarely implements its own assistance

programmes, is well known to weaken its protection capability. It also

reflects the traditional view that protection relates more to dealings

with central government concerning such matters as determination of

refugee status and the issuance of Identity documents than it does to

the protection of refugees from physical attack and other abuses of

their fundaaental human rights. It is thus often voluntary agencies

which report on violations of refugees' rights.

In some circumstances UIHCR is even refused access to the areas in

which refugees are living, particularly when they have sought refuge in

disputed border area or in areas of conflict . The right of USHCE to

have access to all refugees in order that the Office can carry out its

statutory duty of international protection needs constantly to be re-

eaphasised .



Clearly sone for» of International presence is required in orderto

protect refugees and displaced persons from attack . The most effective

fora of protection is likely to come from the deployment of peace

keeping forces, but in situations where It does not prove feasible a US

civilian presence night be the next best alternative. The use of

volunteer huaanitarlan observers could greatly strengthen the protection

capacity of agencies such as UIHCR and of non-governmental

organisations . These observers should be stationed in the areas in

which the refugees are actually living, rather than in the nearest town.

4. VEAKIESS II PgEVEHTIBG I1HUKAS OR DEGRADIBG TREATMEBT

Mention has already been nade of the appalling conditions In which

asylua seekers are in some countries forced to live. Those regarded as

having entered illegal and/or who are granted only temporary refuge are

particularly vulnerable. Where the host country has adopted some form

of so-called "deterrence policy" the conditions are sometimes

deliberately degrading . Such treatment amounts to a clear violation of

human rights law which prohibits inhuman and degrading treatment.

To subject those who, through no fault of their own have been forced to

flee their homes often amid great suffering, to such inhuman treatnent

is a blot on our humanity.

Hunan Rights provisions by their universal nature apply to "all

individuals within the territory" of a State and cannot be avoided

merely because the individual is illegally present in the country.

Equally the obligations to respect the Inherent dignity of the human

person and the prohibitions on Inhuman and degrading treatment apply to

all persons including those lawfully deprived of their liberty, (see for

example Art 10(1) International Covenant on Civil and Political Sights

quoted above page 26).

BECOXXETO ATIPK:

This duty to respect the inherent human dignity of all asylum-seekers

and refugees, even those regarded as having entered the country

illegally, needs constantly to be stressed . Further , states should be

called upon to treat all asylum-seekers subjected to detention at least

in accordance with the Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of

Prisoners approved by ECOSOC (Res 663cXXIV 2076 - LXII). The Rules are

not legally binding but set out "what is generally accepted as being

good principles and practice in the treatment of prisoners and the



management of institutions". They reconfirm the obligations to respect

the fundaaental huBan rights and human dignity of detainees and lay down

series of standards concerning accommodation and hygiene.

Thus whilst , the provisions on the Refugee Convention night not apply,

there is an obligation on states In law and International humanitarian

morality to treat all refugees and asylum-seekers in a manner

consistent with hunan dignity.

In 1981 The Group of Experts which UIHCR called together to discuss the

position of ay 1 urn -seekers granted temporary refuge in cases of large-

scale Influx, drew up a set of minimum humanitarian standards applicable

in such circumstances. These Included the reconiBendatlon that host

governments be obliged to grant UIHCB access to refugees and the

possibility of exercising its function of International protection and

that the Office be allowed to supervise the well-being of persons

entering reception or other refugee centres. The Conclusions of the

Experts , which included a recommendation that the principle of coa-

refouleaest should apply In the situation of large scale Influxes, were

adopted by the Executive Committee of UIHCR in 1981 (BC/SCP/16).

Vhat is now needed is a similar statement of the minima humanitarian

standards of treatment applicable in all circumstances and to all

refugees, displaced persons and asylum-seekers. This proposal Is

considered in more depth, below (page 59).

5. WEAKNESSES II THE ElFORCEXEgT OF HUKAU BIGHTS LAV

The mechanisms for the enforcement of human rights law are notoriously

weak. The principle duty of guaranteeing the protection of human rights

lies on each state. Unlike refugee law and international humanitarian

law there is no International organisation with a mandate actively to

protect the rights granted by human rights law or to ensure observance

by the states of their obligations. Vhat international supervision

there is, is left in the main to the UB Commission on Human Eights and

its Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of

Minorities. Yet these bodies, with limited exceptions, do not

investigate allegations of violations. A procedure introduced by ECOSOC

Resolution 1503 (whereby allegations of activities amounting to a

consistent pattern of gross violations might be investigated) is slow

and cumbersome and of little practical effect in limiting violations.



For the rest , supervision takes the form of the consideration of

voluntary reports by governments and the United consideration of

individual complaints in respect of those few countries which have

accepted the procedure set out in the Optional Protocol to the

International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.

The plethora of legal provisions cover most If not all the situations

and persons aentioned In this paper . It is not, therefore , new law that

is required, but more effective mechanisms of enforceaent . Various

proposals have been aade for the strengthening of the enforcement of

buaan rights law ranging from the appointment of a UI High Commissioner

for Human Rights to a Special Representative for Humanitarian Questions.

In today's international political climate the prospects for the

establishment of a new post are not good, but every opportunity needs to

be taken to stress the need for such an appointment.

Meanwhile, the efforts of humanitarian agencies should be spent on

better utilization and a strengthening of existing mechanisms of

enforcement.

RECQMKESDATIQSg for etrg.&gthg.nl&g g.nfQi-.-g.ag.l.T of Huaaa Rights La«

<a5 Greater use of regional mechanisms

At the regional level enforcement is more developed , and in some

instances Individuals, non-governmental organisations or even other

states have the right to bring legal action against a state alleged to

have violated human rights.

Far greater use could and should be aade of these regional mechanisms to

challenge the treatment of asylum-seekers. Their utility was endorsed

by the Cartagena Principles which called on parties

"to promote greater use of competent organisations of the Inter-
Aaerican system, in particular the Inter-Amerlcan Commission on

Hunan Rights, with a view to enhancing the International protection
of as!1 ados and refugees"

and called for a strengthening of the existing close co-ordination and

co-operation between the Commission and UHHCR.

<b ) Strengthen USHCR 's activity in the prot&ctlcm pf the human

rights of refugees

USHCR has stated that it regards its legal protection role as including

the protection of fundamental human rights as well as the rights of

refugees qua refugees, levertheless , in its actions and publications,



UBHCR does not give proainence to this aspect of its protect ion role.

It Is as if there were a hesltance on the part of the Office to be seen

as a huxan rights enforceaent agency. Perhaps its nature as an

intergovernxental humanitarian organisation Bakes it overly cautious

about human rights protection lest it be accused of over-stepping its

aandate . The importance of IGOs in the protection of the human rights

of refugees and asylum-seekers is thus heightened .

The view that UIHCK 's role is limited to supervision of the provisions

of the 1951 Convention is far too narrow an interpretation of its

aandate . International protection grew out of the concept of diplomatic

protection by which a state aight protect its nationals abroad. This

"protection" was not United to any particular rights. International

protection should not therefore be seen as liaited to the protection of

those rights granted to refugees by the 1951 Convention , but as covering

all the rights protected by International law and state practice based

on hunanitarian principles .

UBHCR could and should play a acre active role in the protection of all

human rights of those of concern to the Office . It should take every

opportunity in its publications and elsewhere to stress these

obligations rather than limiting its attention to the narrow confines of

the 1951 Convention .

The complaint is often made that the HIHCR's bands are tied because a

host state which is violating basic human rights norms is not a

signatory to the Refugee Convention of 1951. But that should be

irrelevant . The duty of UIHCS to provide international protection is

imposed by the General Assembly and covers all those of concern to the

Office. A distinction can be Bade between the protection of the

fundanental rights of refugees and asylum-seekers binding on all states

regardless of whether they have ratified the 1951 Convention , and

respect for the acre specific rights contained in the 1951 Refugee

Convention which is binding only on those states that are party to the

instrument.

<c) Greater support for Self-help Refugee Groups

Violations of the human rights of refugees and asyiurn-seekers are not

limited to the closed camps of Asia. In Western Europe there has been a

rapid decline in the standard of treatment of those seeking asylum from

events occurring in their hoae countries. In several countries refugees

have formed themselves into self-help groups and have drafted a "Refugee



Charter" emphasising their concern for greater protect ion of their

rights.

Surprisingly , such Initiatives have been frowned on by some of the more

established voluntary agencies, particularly those funded by their

governaents , and some groups have net difficulty In gaining the support

that they deserve . Such groups should be given far greater

encourage ment and funding.

<d) increased attention paid to individual liability

It has been recognised since the latter half of the Ilneteenth Century

that there are some violations of rights which are so serious that

international law imposes criminal liability on the Individuals

responsible who nay be punished by appropraite International tribunals,

(such as the Hurenberg Tribunal) national courts or military tribunals.

The perpetrators of " crimes against humanity", which include mass

murder , genocide, torture, and enslavement , can be prosecuted in any

state in which they are present whether or not the crininal act was

coaaiitted there. Acting under the orders of a superior officer does not

provide a defence to these crimes of universal jurisdiction.

But Individual responsibility for violations of fundamental human rights

is not limited to these crimes of universal jurisdiction. Individuals

are under a duty to respect all of the fundamental rights confirmed by

human rights and humanitarian law. The preambles of both the

International Covenants reiterate our responsibilities as individuals in

the words:

''Sealizing that the Individual, having duties to other Individuals

and to the community to which be belongs, is under a responsibility

to strive for the promotion and observance of the rights recognised

in the present Covenant"...

Fundamental human rights adhere to all people as human beings.

International legal instruments may declare and expand these rights,

confirming the obligations of states to respect such rights. But they

are not the source of such rights. It follows, therefore , that the

duty to respect the fundamental human rights of all persons is binding

on all Individuals regardless of whether or not their state has ratified

the appropriate legal instruments.

<e) Right of Individuals to respect humanitarian norms

Conversely , individuals have a right to observe principles of

international human rights and humanitarian law even in those



circumstances in which national law Is in conflict with international

humanitarian law or principles.

Sanctuary noveaent

The prosecution of members of the Sanctuary Movement in the United

States has - brought into sharp relief one such Instance of conflict.

Members of the Sanctuary Movement believe they are acting in accordance

with humanitarian principles protected by international law, whilst

their states regard their action as Illegal and a deliberate flaunting

of lawful immigration controls.

Throughout ages law has sought to balance right against right. Indeed

the very essence of civil liberties and human rights law lies in

protecting the rights of Individuals against abuse of power by a state

or nonarch. There is a clear need to re-evaluate the extent of the

right (or even duty) of an Individual to disregard a national law which

is In conflict with international human rights or hunanltarlan

provisions .

<f) Priority to be given to humanitarian principles and law

Those who wish to see priority given to humanitarian principles and

law should work for a recognition of the supranational effect of those

international provisions protecting the rights of Individuals.

There is some precedent for this supranational priority to be found

within the law of the European Economic Conmmiunlty. Certain

fundamental provisions of EEC law are regarded as being "self-executing"

and "directly applicable" imposing obligations directly on those

Individuals or corporations of member states falling within the ambit of

the law, and granting individuals the right to seek redress for a

failure to comply with the law.

The Universal Declaration of Human Bights is not a treaty, much less a

self-executing treaty directly enforceable by individuals against

signatory states, but it is arguable that some of its provisions and of

the two International Human Rights Covenants , the Geneva Conventions and

other humanitarian Conventions are directly applicable.

In the now famous civil case of Fllartiya v Peaa Irala a US District

Court assumed jurisdiction over a claim against an alleged torturer of a

young boy in Paraguay on the basis that torture amounts to a violation

of international customary law which is justiciable in US courts. The



legal grounds for assumption of Jurisdiction turned on the particular

circuBBtances of the case , but it illustrates a willingness on the part

of the court to recognise the precedence of certain international

protection provisions .

The position of the individual in international law has developed

considerably over the last few decades . The momentum needs to be kept

up. Every effort should be oade, both in publications and litigation,

to extend this notion of precedence of respect for huaanitarian values.

<g) Increased Education, Training and Disse ml nation pf the Law

pre-requisite for the effective enforcement of any law is that it is

known and understood . Thus all those involved with refugees and asylum-

seekers , (such as Immigration officers and border guards, government

and prison officials, the police and military ), should be made aware of

their individual and collective responsibilities to respect the

fundamental human rights of those in their charge. Further training is

required along the lines of the excellent courses taught by the

International Institute of Humanitarian Law at San Beao .

There have in recent years been a series of "Codes of Conduct" drawn up

to remind individuals of their specific responsiblities. The UF Code of

Conduct for Law Enforcement Officials adopted by the General Assembly on

17 December 1979 and the Council of Europe Declaration on the Police

(Ees 690) adopted earlier that year, are examples. A similar 'Code of

Conduct' for those responsible for refugees and asylum-seekers setting

out in simple language the obligations of individuals to respect the

fundamental human rights of asylum seekers in all circumstances and

setting down the basic provisions of refugee and human rights law,

could, if translated into many languages and widely disseminated , play

an important role in enhancing the protection of these rights.



PAST IV

RBCQlMEg PATTDg for a PFIVERSAL DBCLARATIQg

of HUMAIITARIAB PRI1CIPLES and DDTIES

The Backgrou nd lotes to the Proposal of HRH Crown Prince Hassa n for a

lew International Humanitarian Order proposed that the new order "be

launched by the framing of a Universal Humanitarian Declaration

formulating certain fundamental humanitarian principles and inviting the

assent of states to it". Such a Declaration , the lotes continued,

"would be designed primarily as a moral standard and guide to

compassionate action in the face of human suffering." A code of conduct

was also envisaged .

These ideas are elaborated in the section which calls for a Declaration

based on existing humanitarian law and generally accepted norms with

particular emphasis on the duty to respect such principles . In this way

it would Include within it a Code of Conduct for humane action aimed at

the relief of human suffering.

1. THE HEED FOR SUCH A DECLASATIOI

As we have seen, the many and varied provisions in international law

which protect the rights of individuals, and which are therefore of

relevance to the legal protection of refugees and displaced persons , are

to be found in at least four Independent branches of international law;

customary international law, international humanitarian law, refugee law

and human rights law. These four branches of law have diverse histories

and have been developed according to distinct principles. Several

International organisations and bodies are concerned with their

continued development, both within the VS and outside.

The many legal instruments, declarations , statements of principle and

codes of conduct, sone of which have been referred to in this paper ,

make up a complex matrix of legal provisions protecting the rights of

individuals. Despite their diversity these various Instruments reflect

core of fundamental or Inalienable human rights and basic humanitarian

principles aimed at protecting the physical integrity and inherent

dignity of the human person . This core of inalienable rights is binding

on all States whether or not they have ratified the relevant

international legal instruments and on all Individuals regardless of the

treaty obligations of their State.



Inviolable nature of :gundanental HUMTI Sights

Kespect for these Inalienable rights foruB the minimum threshold of

humane treataent of any human being , below Nhlch it is never peralssible

to fall, whatever the circuBalances. Bven during war , these fundamental

rights of civilians and, with exceptions even of combatants, are

protected by the provisions of the Geneva Conventions . The

International Covenant on Civil and Political Sights lists seven

Inalienable rights from which no derogation is permitted even during

states of eaergency . Customary International law condemns certain

heinous violations as "crimes against hunanity" for which universal

criminal liability is imposed . Many international legal instruments,

including refugee instrunents, prohibit adverse diserial nation on the

basis of religion, ethnic origin, political views or sex, and prohibit

refouleaent to a country where a person 's life or freedon is threatened

on such discriminatory grounds.

These fundamental rights are not dependent on the legal status of the

individuals concerned , whether they be unlawfully present within the

territory of a State, held in detention or subjected to some other form

of punishment, be they stateless , displaced within their own country or

forced to seek refuge in a foreign land; the right to respect for the

integrity and inherent dignity of the human person belongs to every

child, woman and man throughout their lives. In all circumstances,

these fundamental rights must remain Inviolate.

Minimum Standards of Treatnent

There have been several "minimum standards of treatment" or principles

drawn up over the last decade , such as those applicable in circumstances

of large scale influx of asylum seekers . This emphasis on inlnlnum

standards is reminiscent of that found in traditional International law

for the protection of aliens. In an article in 1910, the then US

Secretary of State, Mr Elihu Boot stressed :-

"there is a standard of justice very staple, very fundamental and of

such general acceptance by all civilised countries as to form a part

of the international law of the world"

lew Declarati on to coaplenent Universal Declaration of guaan Sights

learly forty years ago the Universal Declaration of Human Sights was

adopted by the General Asse mbly. As a universal standard of the rights

of Individuals It has formed the backbone of subsequent multi-lateral

treaties and other legal instruments. It sets out the full rights of

individuals, all of which in a perfect world , would be respected ,



But MB do not live in a perfect world, and respect for human rights

fallB a long Nay short of the aspirations of the Universal Declaration

of Human Rights. Tragically , human behaviour frequently falls beneath

respect for even the most fundaaental human rights. Vhat is now

required is a restatement of these fundamental human rights and duties,

and of the obligation to respect the basic principles of huaanity.

This restate aent could take the fora of a Universal Declaration of

Huaanltarian Principles and Duties to complement the Universal

Declaration of Hunan Rights. It would not be aimed at creating new

right, but at emphasising the duty of individuals as well as states to

respect existing rights, and their human obligation to respect the wider

•orally 
binding humanitarian principles .

The Declaration would be based on the recognition that there are common

values of humanity which traverse the differences of various political

ideologies, religions or cultures. Such a Declaration should not be

Halted to the situation of refugees and other displaced persons but

cover all circumstances of the huaan condition.

Potential criticisms

There is an obvious criticism which nay be levelled against the idea of

such a Declaration , that is the risk that it would water down the

wider and acre detailed human rights contained in international

instruments drawn up over the last four decades . But if carefully

worded , the Declaration would not have that effect. Indeed, it would

strengthen the protection afforded by existing instrunents by re-

eaphasising fundamental rights and the obligations of states and

individuals to respect these rights. It is only by concentrating on the

ainlBum standards of humane treatment that such a Declaration could

serve as a guide for humanitarian action in all circumstances and with

respect to all persons regardless of their status. Further, the text of

the Declarati on should Bake it clear through Incorporation of a Xartens

Clause or other appropriate wording that it in no way detracts from

existing rights and duties but is complementary to them.

Some say that there is no need for new instruments in whatever form,

arguing that by drafting such instruments the International

community is side-stepping its obligations to ensure enforcement of

existing provisions . There is some truth in this allegation.

levertbeless , the drafting of a Declaration such as that presently



proposed can Itself be a useful process In strengthening observance of

existing law and principles.

The very nuaber and range of existing provisions leads to difficulties

in disseininatlon and education. Expressing these fundamental

huaanltarian principles and duties in a torn easily understood by all

people , is to simplify the expression of the rights protected by

International law, not reduce then. Such a Declaration would be far

simpler to disseminate than the existing scattered variety of

provisions , and could play an important role In Increasing public

awareness, and thus respect for, humanitarian principles and duties.

2. PROPOSED COSTEFTS QF DECLARATIQS

(1) Preamble

The preamble of such a Declaration could refer to human rights and

humanitarian principles which are recognised by international law,

practice and morality and the corresponding duties of states and

individuals to observe them. It should draw attention to the need to

strengthen enforcement of these provisions. Violations of human rights

are widespread and humanitarian problems such as displacement cause

innense human suffering as well as placing severe burdens on the host

country . Emphasis should be given to the legitimate concern of the

international community for humanitarian issues and for the relief of

human suffering in all its forms. Whilst emphasizing the fundamental

human rights of all persons from which derogations can never be

permitted and setting a minimum standard for humanitarian treatment to

be observed in all situations, the Declaration should, by means of

inclusion of a Martens Clause or some other appropriate wording clearly

indicate that its provisions do not detract from wider existing rights

and duties nor from their future development.

(il) Fundamental gon-Derogable Rights

The Declaration could restate and emphasise those fundamental provisions

recognised by international law (eg. Jus cog-ens and other principles of

custonary international law, international humanitarian law, refugee law

and human rights law,) from which no derogation can ever be permitted ,

(eg. prohibitions of genocide, arbitrary killing or causing of

disappearances of individuals, enslavement, arbitrary mass deportation ,

refouleaeat or return to a place where life or liberty are at risk

(whether through persecution , war, ecological or other disaster ),

torture and other cruel inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment,
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prolonged arbitrary detention, apartheid and other forms of systematic

racial or other adverse discriBinatio n),

It has been recognised for sone time that the list of inalienable rights

contained In some International Instruments, such as the International

Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, falls short of those recognised

by state practice and generally accepted humanitarian principles . By

taking the fora of a Declaration rather than a legal instrument an

opportunity would be provided to restate and develop the list of

fundanental "core" or "inalienable" rights.

(Ill) Xininua Threshold of Humanitarian Treatment

It could also restate the minimum standards of treatment to be afforded

all human beings in all circumstances (drawing upon and developing

existing mini mum standards , eg. Standard Minimum Rules for the

Treatnent of Prisoners and the minimum humanitarian standards applicable

in cases of large scale influx of asylum-seekers etc). Particular

emphasis should be given to the need to respect the Inherent dignity of

the human person . The Declaration could thus emphasise the ninlBum

threshold of humanitarian treatment below which the treatment of no

human being should ever fall, whatever the circumstances or the status

of the individual Involved.

<lv) Hunanitarian Sorns of Compassi onate Action

The Declaration could draw together those basic concepts of humanity and

of human compassion which are reflected in international instruments

particularly the Geneva Conventions of 1949 , in the principles and

practice of the Sed Cross Koveaent and other international humanitarian

agencies, and in International morality as evidenced , for Instance, in

state practice , writings and debates in international fora. The legal

validity of such humanitarian principles owes much to the provisions of

international humanitarian law; but there are principles which fora the

basis of generally recognised standards of compassionate action in the

face of human suffering in all Its forms. The Declaration could restate

and develop these humanitarian standards .



<v) Obligations and Duties of Individuals,States and the International

fn—iTi1ty

The obligation to respect these fundamental human rights and

humanitarian principles in all circumstances (be it war or peacet ime,

state of Military occupation, emergency or other domestic tension) and

in respect of all people regardless of their legal status (thus covering

illegal entrants, asylum-seekers without status, refugees , migrant

workers and other aliens, and stateless persons as well as citizens)

needs to be firmly stated .

Individuals Whilst recognising the primary obligation ofstates to
protect human rights and observe fundamental humanitarian
principles the duties of Individuals should be stressed .

The duties apply even in the face of contrary national law

or the orders of a superior officer. The right and

sometimes duty, of individuals to disobey such law or

orders needs to be underlined.

'Crimes against humanity' and other violations of
fundamental human rights which give rise to criminal

liability under international law and to universal
jurisdiction need to be re-emphasised .

Individuals should be permitted and indeed called upon to

respond to humanitarian problems in a spirit of compassion

and to do all that they can as Individuals or as part of a

group to assist in the relief of human suffering.

States The duty of states to ensure that their national legislation

is in line with international law protecting human rights

and the respect for humanitarian principles should be re-
emphasised .

All states oust ensure the protection of the human rights of

all persons within the territory of the state regardless of

their status. This duty, together with that to avoid any

action likely to violate those rights or to cause people to

flee their homes and seek refuge in another part of their

country or beyond its borders , needs to be stressed .

Arbitrary mass expulsion of sectors of the population ,

whether citizens, refugees or other aliens, should be

prohibited and limitations should be imposed on lawful

expulsions of aliens.

The duty of states to respect the territorial Integrity of

other states and the prohibition of military or other

attacks on civilians therein (whether refugees or not)

should be stressed .

The principle of non-refouleaeat should be restated to make

it clear that it includes non-rejection at the border and

applies not only to those fearing political persecution but

also prohibits return to a country where for any reason the

life, liberty or physical integrity of the asylum seeker

would be seriously threatened .



States should be enjoined to permit humanitarian action
aimed at the relief of suffering whether on the part of

International or national , inter-governmental or non-
governmental organisations or Individuals. In particular

states should be called upon to permit access by

humanitarian agencies to all those in need of relief and

assistance . Those persons undertaking huaanltarlan work

should be protected from physical attack and free from

persecution and prosecution .

Conversely , the duties of states, Individually and
collectively, to bring to trial those accused of committing

grave breaches of humanitarian law, need to be re-

enphaslsed .

International Emphasis should be given to the obligations of
Comnunj-ty the Member States of the Uff to act jointly as well as

individually to address the underlying causes of human

suffering (including displacement). The international

coamunity as a whole should be enjoined to respond promptly

and generously to relieve humanitarian problems acting in a

spirit of international solidarity and burden sharing.

The obligations of states to take appropriate collective

measures for the enforcement of humanitarian principles and

of human rights also needs to be stressed .

3. PROPOSED PROCEDURE FOR THE ADOPT I OS OF THE DECLARATIDH TO MARK AOth

AlgIVESSARY OF uSDR

The Independent Commission could call together a group of experts

including representatives of ICEC, UBHCR, the Uff Hunan Rights Centre and

other relevant bodies to prepare a draft Declaration on Humanitarian

Principles and Duties. This draft could be submitted to the TO General

Assembly at its December 1986 session together with ICIHI's final

report.

On the recommendation of the Independent Commission a Resolution could

be tabled at that session of the General Assembly calling for the

establ ishment of an intergovernmental conference of Experts or

plenlpoteniaries to consider the draft as a basis for the drawing up of

Universal Declaration of Humanitarian Principles and Duties.

By preparing the first draft in this way the Independent Commission

could greatly influence the final form and contents of the Declaration .

Indeed it is possible that , although it will have completed its inltal

lifespan , the Independent Commission would be Invited to continue to

assist with the drafting process , if it so wished .

Since the purpose of the Declaration would largely be to stress existing

rights, principles and duties as a standard for humanitarian action it

should be possible for an agreement to be reached on its provisions in



good tiae for the Declaration to be adopted by the General Assenbly to

Mirk the 40th Anniversary , on 10 December 1988, of the signing of the

Universal Declaration of Human Rights, which the new Declaration would

conplenent .

CDICLUSIDH

If such a Declaration were adopted it would, by stressing the duties of

individuals, states and the international connnunity to respect the

fundaaental rights of all persons , assist in strengthening international

protection . It would therefore strengthen the international system of

protection for those categories of displaced person that fall beyond the

scope of refugee law.

All persons , whether or not falling within the limited definition of the

tera "refugee" i& the 1&51 Kefugee Convention would be covered by us

proviaioas including those regarded as having centered illegally or for

sone other reason refused refugee status, and stateless persons . It

would cover those displaced within their own country and those suffering

as a result of natural disasters . It would lay down fundamental

principles for the humanitarian treatment of all persons in all

situations and assist in the recognition and continued development of

the concepts of international hunanltarian law and action within the

international system.


